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The Copymate Dry Copier, with 20
sheets of copymate paper, with
your purchase of the RCA WR-52A
Stereo FM Signal Simulator or
WO -91C oscilloscope!

heads.
The WR-52i.1/4 Stereo

FM Signal Simulator
only $248.00*
The WO -91C 5 -Inch

Dual Band Oscilloscope
Only $269.00*

Now you can own one of the fastest, most accurate
trouble-shooters in the East (West, North and
South), and receive, absolutely free, the new
all -electric Copymate!
Copymate is the portable dry copier that copies
anything -... checks, invoices, schematics, photos,

your children's drawings and school workwithout liquids, chemicals or sprays!

RCA

The Copymate, with paper,has a retail value of
$31.94, but you can get it free ... Here's how.
Buy the WR-52A or WO -91C between April 15
and July 15. Mail us your warranty card and the
blue label on the outside of the carton no later
than July 31st and we'll ship the Copymate to you
at once, freight prepaid!
Good deal? You know it is.
Mail your card and label to: RCA Electronic
Components, Test Equipment Headquarters, Bldg.
17-2, Harrison, N.J. 07029.
*Optional distributor resale price.
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The complete BUSS line of fuses includes dual element "slow -blowing," single -element "quick acting" and signal or visual indicating types ...
in sizes from 1/500 amp. up-plus a companion
line of fuse clips, blocks and holders.
Only a representative listing is shown here of
the thousands of different types and sizes of fuses
and holders available from BUSS.
You don't have to stock any other line when
you handle BUSS fuses and fuseholders, because

BUSS has the complete line to cover every requirement. Making BUSS your single standard
line will save you time and trouble and money.
And if you're faced with a special requirement, call in the nearest BUSS representative.
He's backed up by a staff of fuse engineers who
can get the job done.
For detailed information on the complete
BUSS line write for BUSS bulletin SFB.
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This little part
a big role in radio.

Delco
Ni
1

This box gives you top revues.

The transistor is no bit player
when it comes to radio
performance. That's why Delco
transistors are manufactured
under controlled conditions that
assure high reliability. And
why they're thoroughly tested
before being placed in the
familiar blue and black box.
Delco Radio engineers are
leaders in auto radio design
and transistor technology.

Delco radios are original
equipment on over half
of the cars on the road.
That United Delco box is your
guarantee of genuine OEM

CM

DS -501

Transistor

quality replacement parts. And
just 12 Delco transistors replace
over 7,500 other types.
Doesn't it make good sense to
stock the best?

Remember these facts when you
re -order. And remember, too,
that your United Delco supplier
handles the most recognized
name in the parts business.

Next time you think little,
think big. Think Delco.
DELCO RADIO, Div. of General Motors, Kokomo, Ind.

GM

United 160

Delco

MARK OF EXCELLENCE
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news of the industry

Sylvania Begins Producing Tape Recorders
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. has announced its
entry into the tape recorder business with the introduction of a portable, cassette unit.
Gordon C. MacDonald, Vice President -Marketing
of Sylvania Entertainment Products, an operating group

cept the newly created full-time, salaried position of
Executive Vice President of NEA. The action took
place during the quarterly meeting of the Board of Directors of NEA, held in conjunction with the Eastern
Service Conference in Philadelphia May 9-11.

Emmett Metford of California was elected by the
the NEA Board of Directors to succeed Glass as president of NEA.

Developments
A prototype laser color TV with a screen measuring
10 feet x 6 feet x 8 inches has been demonstrated by
Hitachi, Ltd. of Japan. The color TV uses three laser
beams, one for each primary color. The beams are
modulated by a television signal received on a conventional NTSC-type color TV receiver.
A fail-safe high -voltage diode that reportedly will solve

the problem of X-radiation from color TV receivers
has been developed by Victoreen Leece Neville, Inc.
The diode is designed to replace the shunt -type high -

of the company, said the new recorder -player is the

first of a family of such products to be introduced
within the next few months. "We believe the future of
the tape recorder business is in the easy -to -operate,
cassette -type units," he said.

Toward 3-D TV?

A system that uses laser beams to project what is
reportedly true three-dimensional motion pictures has
been demonstrated by North American Philips Corp.,
according to a recent report in Electronic News.
Philips researchers also are working on techniques

to produce holographic motion pictures that do not
require the use of lasers or special glasses for viewing.
The special holographic film used in the Philips proto-

type projector moves continuously and does not require a shutter as do conventional projectors, which
intermittently move the film from frame to frame. The

holographic film is about 3 inches wide and is segmented horizontally by strips of "information" about
one-half inch apart, which reconstitutes the image for
laser projection.

Dr. Donald D. King, president of Philips Research
Laboratories, said that current three-dimensional development appears to be most applicable to the entertainment field. He said the general goal of current research is to develop practical methods of recording and
reconstructing 3-D images, particularly for commercial
television applications.

NEA Appoints Executive Vice President
Richard L. Glass, C.E.T., has resigned as president
of the National Electronic Associations (NEA) to ac4
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voltage regulator currently in use. The Victoreen failsafe design automatically reduces the high -voltage if
the diode fails.

A miniature monochrome TV picture tube with a diagonal screen size of 1.2 inches has been developed by
Nihon Denshi Kogyo, Ltd. of Japan. The new picture
tube has a 40 -degree deflection angle and measures 3.6

OVERHAUL

GUARANTEED

for 1 Year

OVERHAUL 59.75

REPLACEMENT TUNERS ...510.45

Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-including parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white.
UV combos only $15.

Prefer a universal replacement? Sarkes Tarzian will

give you a universal replacement for only $10.45. This

price is the same for all models. The tuner is a new
tuner designed and built specifically by Sarkes Tarzian

for this purpose. It has memory fine tuning-UHF

plug-in for 82 channel sets-universal mounting-

Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defec-

hi-gain-lo-noise.

That's 9 months to a year better than others. And it's

ORDER TUNERS BY PART NUMBER,
AS FOLLOWS:

backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and

Part #

supervised by the world's largest tuner manufacturer-

MET -1

tive workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage.

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.

Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside
and out ... needed repairs made ... all channels aligned to

factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and
perform-like new.

MFT-2
MFT-3

Intermediate
Frequency
41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video
41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video
41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

AF Amp Osc. Mixer
Heater

Tube

Tube

6GK5

61_18

Parallel 6.3V

3GK5

5L18

Series 450 MA

2GK5

5CG8

Series 600 MA

Prefer a customized replacement tuner? The price will
be $18.25. Send us the original tuner for comparison
purposes, also TV make, chassis and model numbers.

SEND ORDERS FOR UNIVERSAL AND CUSTOMIZED REPLACEMENT TUNERS TO OUR OFFICE IN INDIANAPOLIS.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION

TSC

FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

MIDWEST

817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana

EAST
SOUTH-EAST
WEST

547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey
938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia
SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California

TEL: 317-632-3493

(Home Office)

TEL: 201-792-3730
TEL: 404-758-2232
TEL: 213-769-2720

WATCH FOR NEW CENTERS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
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MATV DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIER KITS
for Color/B&W TV

inches in over-all length. The scanning capacity of the

miniature tube is 350 lines; high voltage required is
3 to 5KV. Applications of the miniature picture tube

are pocketable TV, VTR and ITV, according to a
spokesman of the specialty manufacturer of TV picture tubes.

A visual -aid system for adjusting the tint of a color TV
receiver has been developed by Hayakawa Electric Co.,

Japanese producer of color TV receivers. Pushing a
knob produces on the TV screen two vertical stripes,
the distance between which is directly proportional to
the difference in phase between the broadcast burst
signal and the receiver chroma subcarrier oscillator.
Merging the two vertical stripes by rotating the control
Model AMP -25/2

For the TV serviceman who has avoided amplified
distribution systems as too involved, Mosley has
developed four simple and easily installed MATV
Distribution Amplifier Kits for VHF Color/B&W TV.
Each kit contains all the components necessary for
a two -outlet amplified system, designed for easy
expansion with additional outlets. Four models for
foLr widely -used types of lead-in: two coax, two
twin -lead. Instructions offer suggestions for system
planning and simple block diagrams with coax loss
factors already figured. Write Dept. 180A for details.

1,17..kg ektiont.sag 4B6,
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knob brings the output of the receiver chroma sub carrier oscillator into phase with the broadcast burst
signal. A spokesman for the company said the new
device, which uses an additional burst gate and phase
detector, will be incorporated in color TV's to be exported by the company to the U.S. in the near future.
A new large -screen color TV picture tube that is reportedly twice as bright as current RCA color picture
tubes has been announced by RCA Electronic Components. The increased brightness level is the result of
RCA's newly developed precision matrix phosphor -dot
screening process, which involves the placement of
1,267,650 red, green or blue phosphor -dots within an
opaque, black matrix. According to RCA, the black
matrix "selectively absorbs ambient light incident on
the screen and, secondly, selectively releases the light
emanating from the phosphors." Before the introduction

of the black matrix, RCA explained, it was necessary
to use dark -tinted filterglass face -panels in order to
maintain good picture contrast at high ambient light

there's no end to

what Master
flameless
heat guns
can do

In the new HI-LITE MATRIX tube, RCA

employs a light -tinted filterglass face -panel that traps
less light than the darker tinted face -panels. Also used

in the new picture tubes is a new electron gun that,
according to RCA, provides sharper focus over the
entire brightness range. The new picture tubes are
electrically and mechanically interchangeable with the
RCA 25XP22 color picture tubes.

fast adjustable heat to 1,000° F.

Shrinks tubing, molds or
welds plastics, dries finishes, etc.

Adjustable orifice allows
precise temperature regulation.
Switches from hot to cool
air instantly.
Takes a variety of air flow
adapters to match any job.
Write for new
FREE Catalog of
Flameless Heat Guns,

Blowers, Air Heat
Torches, Tile Softeners,

Paint Blisterers

111111ZIEC

appfiemze. eatpotoliost.

Racine, Wisconsin 53403
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NEA Convention Speakers

Six representatives of the electronics industry have
accepted invitations to address the 1969 national convention of the National Electronic Associations (NEA)
to be held July 23rd through July 27th in Waterbury,
Connecticut.
Scheduled to address the NEA Convention are: Rob-

ert J. O'Neil, RCA Vice President of Consumer Electronic Sales; R. W. Woodbury, President of Sprague
Products and chairman of the Service Division of the
Electronic Industries Association (EIA); Aaron Neretin, Editor -In -Chief of Merchandising Week; George
W. Bartlett, Vice President for Engineering for the
National Association of Broadcasters (NAB); Robert
Flanders, Director of Engineering of WFBM stations
in Indianapolis; and Gail S. Carter, Executive Vice
President of the National Electronic Distributors Association (NEDA).

-NESA News

Castle, the pioneer of television tuner overhauling, offers the following services to
solve ALL your television tuner problems.
OVERHAUL SERVICE - All makes and models.

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENTS

VHF or UHF tuner

$9.95

Prefer to do it yourself?

UHF -VHF combination (one piece chassis)

TRANSISTOR tuner

$9.95
$9.95

Castle universal replacement tuners are available with the
following specifications.

COLOR tuner

$9.95

(Guaranteed color alignment ... no additional charge)

STOCK

No.

I.F. OUTPUT

SHAFT

Min.*

Max.*

Snd.

Pic.

Parallel 6.3v

13/4"

41.25

45.75

8.95

41.25

45.75

9.50

HEATERS

PRICE

Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes,

CR7S

Series 600mA

13/4"

shield cover and any damaged parts with model number
and complaint. Your tuner will be expertly overhauled and

CR9S

Series 450mA

13/4"

3"
3"
3"

41.25

45.75

9.50

CR6XL

Parallel 6.3v

21/2"

12"

41.25

45.75

10.45

CR7XL

Series 600mA

21/2"

12"

41.25

45.75

11.00

Series 450mA

21/2"

12"

41.25

45.75

11.00

Overhaul includes parts, except tubes and transistors.

returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original
standards and warranted for 90 days.
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle
tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in the defective unit
only.

And remember-for over a decade Castle has been the leader

in this specialized field

.

.

.

your assurance of the best in

TV tuner overhauling.

CR6P

CR9XL

*Selector shaft length measured from tuner front apron
to extreme tip of shaft.

These Castle replacement tuners are all equipped with memory fine tuning, UHF position with plug input for UHF tuner, rear shaft extension and
switch for remote control motor drive . . they come complete with hard.

ware and component kit to adapt for use in thousands of popular

CUSTOM REPLACEMENTS
Exact replacements are available for tuners that our inspec-

tion reveals are unfit for overhaul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements are new or rebuilt.)

TV

receivers.

Order universal replacements out of Main Plant (Chicago)
only.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
MAIN PLANT: 5701 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60645
EAST: 41-90 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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fied in their work. If they were not proficient, they
would not last. An electronics association executive

letterso@f
Technicians Need More "Customer Psychology"

Recently there have been many letters to the editor complaining about the business of servicing electronic products. This seems to be the age of complaint
and dissatisfaction in all areas of human existence.
For a change, I would like to compliment the inde-

pendent electronic service business. I know of no
other business where a young man without a college
degree can become involved in work of such a technical nature.
My own case is a good example. The school system
did not make the classroom seem relevant to daily
life to me, and, as a result, I was never interested in

school and made only about average grades. I had
no idea what I would like to do when I would have to
make my own way in the world, but I was always in-

terested in science and technology. My grades disqualified me from college. Any technical future was
out of the question-except for electronic servicing.
Due to the opportunities in electronic servicing, I
have progressed to being the highest paid electronic
technician in my area. Through my own study efforts, I now have a 1st class FCC license, and I am
a Certified Electronic Technician [NEA certification].
I have been in this business 12 years.

There are oddities about this business, though. It
is the only business I know in which the customer
knows nothing at all about what the technician does
and must know to complete his job. Yet, our customers take the attitude that they know all there is to
know about electronics. We can all recite our experiences with customers who knew exactly what was
wrong with their sets-all we have to do is "put in
that little tube that takes the auto ignition interference
out of the picture."
Somewhere along the line we have made our business look too easy to the customer, and we have failed
to educate him in the intricacies of some of the problems we encounter. They expect TV technicians to be
well paid-but "George" should be the one to pay.

Because of the difficult situations customer ignorance creates, I would like to see a few articles on
psychology relating to customer satisfaction. In my
opinion, a successful electronic service business is
10% know-how and 90% psychology (or that dirty
word salesmanship). Not that technical competence
is not important, but technical competence alone is
not nearly enough.
MERVIN COLLIER C.E.T.

Campbellsburg, Indiana
Opinion About Licensing

I wish to express my opinion about requiring the
licensing of electronic technicians. I think this is an
unnecessary evil which will only make earning a living more difficult.

has said that electronic servicing has made the manufacturer very happy and the sale of electronic goods
a booming field. I agree to his statement and add that
this was accomplished without licensing.

I believe the electronic technician has a natural
talent for repair. That is what it takes-talent-not a
license. A talented singer, dancer, actor, author or
artist does not need a license to perform. Works of
art do not have a fixed price; neither does the art of
servicing.

If there were not so much greed, everyone would
have a good chance to earn a living according to his
ability. We have made it so hard for people to get a
job that the welfare departments are overloaded with
cases, and this is costing the people who do have good
jobs millions of tax dollars.

The electronic organizations say they want to
change the image of the technician. They do not like

the name TV repairman. I do not see anything degrading in that name; it best describes the work.
Whether an electronic technician has a license or an
engineering degree, if he devotes his time to repairing televisions, he will be referred to as a TV repairman by his customers. Only by educating the public
through literature and by calling him an electronic
technician on TV and radio, will his title be changed
to electronic technician.
In closing, I wish to inform you that I have been a

happy subscriber to your fine magazine for many
years.
LOUIS MONTOYA

Flat Rock, N. C.
Technicians Should Speak Out!

I want to express my satisfaction concerning Mr.
Wolven's letter in your February '69 issue. I feel that
Mr. Eldon E. Johnson's fear of the TV servicing industry "protesting too much" (April '69, Letters to the
Editor) is ill-founded and smacks of a timidity which
has become all too common. Unless we articulate our
views, we cannot expect to see changes. This applies
to the manufacturer as well as to the technician. Fear
of angering the manufacturer hardly should silence
criticism. It is obvious that the manufacturer, if he

should choose to exclude TV repair shops, cannot
service without competent TV technicians.

I believe that the present technician shortage will
force a significant improvement in the deplorable
wage earned by the rank -and -file technician, by economic necessity. If this does not ease the situation, I
predict organized labor will be invited to champion
the rights of technicians, a situation which has already
occurred in certain cities.
TV technicians have remained silent too long. They
must express their views. I commend ELECTRONIC

SERVICING for providing an opportunity for dialogue. TV technicians must employ whatever means
are at their disposal. Expressing their views is one
step toward better wages and hours.

Most of the people in the electronics field are
graduates of an electronics school and are well quali8
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VINCENT L. IRVAN

Carmel, California

Electronic Servicing is About Servicing Electronics

This letter is in reference to Mr. Franzen's letter to
the Editor in the April issue.
Mr. Franzen says: "However, I do not like to see

articles on two-way radio because I think that is a
separate field." Separate from what? On page 32 of
the same issue, you state that ELECTRONIC SERVICING is "the country's only magazine devoted
100% to the Electronic Servicing industry . ." With
the rapid growth of the two-way radio field, we need

You're making money in electronics now.

RCA Offers 4 Ways to Make More.
Study at home...set your own pace.
RCA Institutes has an easy approach

.

to bring you bigger earnings.

many more service shops now, let alone five years from
now.

It is true that, since electronics consists of only a
few basic building block circuits, many of the troubleshooting techniques of one type of equipment can be
applied to another. At the same time, however, each

COLOR TV:

During this course
you'll perform over

piece of equipment does have its own special problems. I believe that these "special problems" should
be brought out in your magazine along with the general troubleshooting techniques which apply to sev-

50 experimentsand receive all parts
and instructions to
build your own
color TV.
The cost of the Color TV Kit
is included in the tuition-in both the
beginner's program and the advanced course
in color TV servicing. (Picture tube optional)
Course is based on the latest receiver circuitry
and equipment.

eral types and/or groups of gear.

Let's face it-the finest piece of equipment in the
world is no good at all if you can't get it serviced.
If we don't train our technicians today to work with
the components and equipment of tomorrow, what
are they going to do when the gear is brought into the
shop?

I would like to see articles on FET's, varicaps,
CCTV, videotape, IC's, two-way radios and anything
else new and/or different that is coming into the field.

SOLID STATE
TECHNOLOGY

Service shops of yesterday are now working on

New courses include
the latest findings and
techniques in this field.
Information you must
have if you are to service the multitude of solid
state instruments and devices used in TV, Digital,
and Communications equipment.

transistor equipment and color TV; we must now pre-

pare to work on the components and equipment of
tomorrow, or else stagnate.
JON W. WISVVELL

Bellingham, Washington

FCC LICENSE TRAINING:
Choose the course for the FCC License you want:
third, second or first phone. If you need basic
training first, apply for the complete License

Info For ED VTVM

For information of G. L. LeBlanc, Electronics De-

sign Model 100 VTVM was made by Eagle Elec-

Training Program. Get your License-or your

tronics Inc., Irvington, New York, 1948.

money back.

I have schematics and kit instructions for this meter in case Mr. LeBlanc is unable to get what he needs
from the Eagle Co. I have owned one of these meters for 15 years and am happy with it.
I. C. Varner
Fort Wayne, Ind.

CATV TRAINING:
You'll receive two comprehensive lessons, covering
the practical phases of CATV systems in either the
Television Servicing or Communications courses.
Licensed by New York State Education Department. Approved
for Veterans. Accredited Member National Home Study Council.

RCA

Repair of Older Philco Test Equipment

MAIL THE COUPON NOW FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION.

In the May '69 issue of ELECTRONIC SERVICING, Mr. Selwyn Warner requested a schematic diagram or service manual for a Philco Model 7170 AM FM signal generator.
I do not have a schematic for this instrument, but
such older -model Philco test equipment can be re-

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept. PF-79
320 West 31st Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10001

Please rush me FREE illustrated catalog. I understand
that I am under no obligation, and that no salesman
will call.

paired by Sunshine Instrument, 1810 Grant Street,

Name

Philadelphia, Pa., 19125. Equipment should be sent to

the attention of "Test Equipment Repair Dept." An

Address

estimate of the cost of repair will be given.

City

JOHN SIMRELL

Kansas City, Mo.

Age
(please print)

ZIP

State

L
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Consumer Electronic Service
What Are Objectives of
Although licensing laws control a
relatively small segment of the electronic servicing industry, licensing
remains a much-discussed subject in

the industry. Here, we give highlights of some laws, tell how various boards or bureaus function, and

cite factors that cause some technicians to support licensing and reasons that others oppose it.

Areas That Have Licensing Laws*:

States-Louisiana, Massachusetts,
Connecticutt, California, Indiana.

Cities-Detroit, Kansas City, Mo.;
Buffalo, N.Y.; Madison, Wisc.; St.
Paul, Minn.; Tulsa, Okla.
*There are about 20 other states where licensing
been

has

defeated

or

delayed,

and

some cities where ordinances were proposed but
failed to pass. One city, Akron. Ohio. passed a licensing law but later repealed it. A state law
will replace a city law. For example, when Indiana adopted

a

licensing

ordinance was repealed.

law, the

To protect the consumer from the
unethical and/or unskilled operator,

and thereby also protect the bona
fide technicians from the bad reputation that a shoddy operator gives
to the whole industry.
Who Initiates
Licensing Legislation?
In some places, the servicing indus-

try, through associations; in other

By Wendell J. Burns

legislation

Licensing?

South Bend

places, consumer protection organizations or those responsible for law
enforcement.
Who Opposes Licensing?

Although not highly organized, nor
open, there has been some opposi-

tion from nearly all sectors of the
industry-technicians, manufacturers, distributors and other sources.
Why the Opposition?

Here are some typical attitudes.
"You lose a little bit of indepen-

States where legislation was proposed
and defeated, or is still pending.

Cities with Licensing Ordinances:
1. Buffalo, N.Y.
2. Detroit
3. Madison, Wisc.
4, St. Paul, Minn.
5. Kansas City, Mo.
6. Tulsa, Okla.
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dence"; "I am opposed to any type
of government regulation in any
field"; "There are already enough
laws to take care of the offenders";
"With all the red tape and time consumed in hearings and all, it could

be very time-consuming, and it
really isn't necessary."
Is the License Issued to the Firm
or the Technician?

Some laws require that only the
technician be licensed; others require licensing of the servicing firm.

In California, where it is called a
registration law, the firm is registered and must follow practices described in the law.
How It Comes About

and How It Works OutSome Case Histories
In California-After years of inves-

tigation and research, a law governing consumer electronic servicing was put into effect in this state
in July, 1963. The law is adminis-

States with Licensing
Laws in Force

Licensing ... A Special Report
tered by the Bureau of Electronic
Repair Dealer Registration, one of

petty theft or fraud is found, the

more than 30 bureaus, commissions

attorney.

and boards that come under Cal-

The bureau reports that during
one period, it sent 70 marked TV

ifornia's Department of Professional
and Vocational Standards.
Representatives of the television
industry and organizations interested
in consumer protection worked for
its passage.
The California law makes no provision for testing the technical competence of the technician. (However, an amendment to include such

testing was proposed this year in
the California legislature.)

Primary objectives of the California code are to prohibit untrue
or misleading advertising; to discourage false promises likely to in-

duce a customer to authorize repair or any conduct which constitutes fraud or dishonest dealings;
and to curb gross negligence. It
also prohibits service dealers from

making compensation to an employee depend on the value of parts
placed in any customer's equip-

evidence is presented to the district

sets through suspect television ser-

vice shops. According to the report, "In 80% of the cases, there
was unequivocal fraud and petty
theft which did not involve questions of judgment or electronic diagnosis."
The California law registers only

the service dealer-not his employees.

In Indiana-The law was passed in
1967. (Four previous attempts to
pass a law had failed.) The Indiana
licensing board employed its first

ritories. An injunctive action has
been filed against one servicing retailer, and another is under investigation for fraud.
The primary purpose of the law,
according to Howland, is two -fold:
Number one: "To give protection
to the public-to give the customers

recourse-someplace to go if they
feel they have been treated badly.

Number two: "To upgrade the
trade; to set minimum standards in

this business that for so long has
had no standards whatsoever." Overall objectives of the Indiana law

are set forth in Section

1

of the

Television and Radio Licensing Act.:
`It is hereby declared to be the pub-

lic policy of the State of Indiana

investigators in February, 1969.

that the public should be protected
from financial losses and other haz-

"There is already evidence that
the trade is being upgraded," says

service methods, unethical practices,

Leon Howland of Indianapolis,
chairman of the board. The investigators are full-time employees of the
board and are assigned specific ter-

ards resulting from irresponsible
inferior installation, maintenance
and repair of television and radio,
including antenna receiving systems'."

ment.

This law also provides for the

return of replaced parts to the customer, except those specifically exempted, and it requires that an estimate in writing be given when the
customer requests it. The actual
charge may not exceed this estimate
without the previous consent of the
customer.

In its first 51/2 years of operation, the California Bureau received

approximately 12,000 complaints
from individuals and law enforcement agencies. There were 52 registration revocation proceedings initiated and 143 criminal actions
concluded during that period.
During 1968, over 3,200 inspec-

tions of service dealers were conducted to enforce regulations regarding the full and fair disclosure
of parts and labor charges on invoices.

The bureau has two electronic
laboratories (one in Sacramento and
one in Los Angeles) equipped with
test equipment and operated by four
experienced electronic technicians.
Among other tasks, they work with
the bureau's investigators by installing malfunctions in sets to trap firms
suspected of dishonest practices. If

BBB Report
Consumer dissatisfaction expressed to the Better Business Bureau is
one barometer of business -consumer relationships. The BBB's current
national summary sheet (covering 1967) lists 60 different categories of
businesses, indicating for each category the volume of complaints. The
summary had no special category for electronic servicing but included
this industry in the classification, "TV -Radio, Sales and Service." The
categories of business causing the largest number of complaints to the
BBB:

Complaints

Customer
Relations
Problems

Magazine (Subscriptions)

30,791

53,844

Automotive (Repairs & Service,
Accessories, Tires)

23,368

53,277

Home Improvement
& Remodeling

23,298

58,238

TV -Radio Sales & Service

22,795

51,775

Freezer Food Plans

21,729

53,507

Business
Classifications
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The failure to pass a law in one
of the first four attempts, Howland

feels, was due to the lack of organized effort in favor of it, rather

than organized opposition. But,
there was opposition. "Many distributors think that it is not good
to have unity among technicians,
and licensing creates a common
bond among them [the technicians]."
"In Indiana, we felt that the manufacturers in general didn't want
licensing," Howland said. Before the

proponents of the law presented it
to the 1967 legislature, they showed
the bill

to attorneys of a leading

TV manufacturer and attorneys of
a leading publisher of electronic
service literature in order to work
out a compromise on some provisions that might have been objectionable to these segments of the
industry.

This law, as do most other laws
on licensing and registration in this
industry, provides that the customer

must put the complaint in writing
before it will be investigated. The
board developed a complaint form
for this purpose. When a complaint
is received, the complaining party
is sent a form. When it is completed,

a copy is sent by the board secretary to the servicing dealer.

lack of a written complaint made it
difficult to investigate alleged irregularities. "I feel that probably

99% of the complaints will be unjustified," he said.
The test in Indiana is in written
form now, but it is believed feasible to introduce a practical aspect
into the testing in the future.
In Kansas City (Mo.)-A licensing
ordinance has been in effect since
1958. Immediately after the law
went into effect, almost every service dealer in town policed himself,
says the chairman of the city's TV

License Examining Board, Earl
Steffes.* But the few firms that were

opposed to licensing, opposed it
vigorously. They went to court to
test its legality, going as far as the
Missouri Supreme Court, which upheld the code.
One opponent to the law was advertising "service

calls" and was

charging customers for tubes that
did not need replacing, says the
present board chairman. His license
was revoked. Some of the other five
or six original opponents to licensing have changed their opinions and
have become supporters of licensing, Steffes said.
*Steffes operates a service business, having estab-

Previously, Howland said, the

lished the firm in 1952. He had begun working in
the industry as a technician in 1949.

The Better Business Bureau
(BBB) in Kansas City says the licensing ordinance has been decidedly beneficial, but a BBB spokesman cited a problem that arises
when only one city in an area is so
controlled: A licensee was found
guilty of abuses, and his license was

revoked. He merely moved out of
the city limits to a suburb to set up
shop, but the Better Business Bureau continued to receive complaints

against him. He later moved to another town 10 miles away, then two
years later to another town 15 miles
further. The BBB still receives calls
complaining of his practices, but he
is outside the reach of Kansas City's
license law.

Complaints come to the board
chairman from the BBB or from
city hall. Most of the complaints
can be handled by telephone, Steffes said, and the others are put in

writing by the customer and presented to the board.

In Massachusetts-This state now
has approximately 7,500 licensed
technicians. The Board of Registration of Radio and Television technicians that regulates electronic servicing also issues learners permits
and reports that it tests 600 to 800

Trade Associations' Attitudes
In interviews with the leaders of both national trade associations, NEA and NATESA, their viewpoints on licensing
became evident: They favor licensing and have worked for
licensing laws; they are promoting certification programs

as well as licensing; they see no organized opposition
among technicians to license laws.
The extent to which NEA leadership is involved in and
supports licensing is demonstrated by the fact that Leon
Howland, national secretary of the NEA, is serving as the
first chairman of the Indiana Licensing Board.

Frank Moch, executive di rector of NATESA says,
"NATESA and have both been strong proponents of both
a certification and a licensing program. We have sponsored
I

legislation across the country. We were successful in getting the first licensing law passed in Louisiana; we were
successful in getting the bill in Kansas City; we helped in
the certification program in California; we were successful
in getting the Massachusetts bill." He explained that he
has also gone to six or eight sessions of the Illinois legislature to back licensing legislation, but, to date, these
efforts have failed. He said he would not again work for
passage of such legislation in Illinois "without pretty substantial agreement of the service people as a whole."
Moch said that just passing a law does not resolve the
problem without continued organized support by the tech-
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nicians. He said that lack of such organization and such
support was one of the reasons that the ordinance on licensing that was adopted in Akron, Ohio, was later repealed. Moch explained why he went to bat in Illinois for
a licensing program, even though he had been promoting
NATESA'S certification program:

"We had no means of enforcement. The laws being
what they are, it would be impractical for an organization

to say that 'John Doe is unethical.' You can get yourself
in some pretty bad lawsuits. We came to this conclusion
[to support licensing] not because we love government
control-because we don't. But, in order to get something,
you have to give something. We had no funds for selling
the certification program to the public, and we had no
means of enforcement. We felt we needed the power of a
governmental agency to put this across.
"Licensing will not put anyone out of business but the
completely incompetent and the unethical. Our purpose
never was, and certainly is not now, to put anybody out
of business, although the parts distributors and those who
cater most to the do-it-yourselfers apparently have been
fearful.

"But there is no cause for this. This is an expanding industry. There is more than enough work for every operator in the business that wants to be in business."

applicants for licenses each year.
The examinations are given in a
number of locations across the state.
The law in Massachusetts was in-

itiated and supported from the inception by the Electronic Technicians' Guild in that state. Michael
Malone of South Hadley, chairman

of the board of registration, said
there was very little opposition to
that state's licensing law.
"We paid a legislative lawyer to

take our ideas and put them into
legal language. His charge was very

reasonable, too," Malone said. He
said that the state representative who

submitted the law before the legislature had done sufficient lobbying

so that it was passed on the first
reading. The manufacturers, according to Malone, "have been tremendously cooperative with us."
It has been the experience of the
Massachusetts board, Malone said,

that the great majority of the disagreements between the customer
and servicer that are brought to the
board are resolved without legal action. However, 35 to 40 cases have
been taken to court since the board
hired its first investigators 21/2 years
ago.

The law stipulates that any advertising, even the signs on service
trucks, must show the license num-

ber of the servicing firm. The tech-

lone. "Also, if we set everybody

nician's pocket card also has his

down with a scope and a VTM, we'd

license number, and he must show
it to the customer if requested. His
card also shows his status as a master or journeyman technician.
Joseph Cassidy, full-time paid ad-

ministrator of the board, described
new equipment used to facilitate

giving the "practical" part of the
qualifying test. A portable overhead
projector flashes onto the screen the
diagrams of schematics and servicing problems. The applicant marks

a worksheet corresponding to the

projected diagram to show his
knowledge.

In the board's initial stages, the
examiners carried TV sets to the
various examination sites throughout the state. Due to the large number of applicants, it was impractical
to have sufficient personnel and sets
available to check each man's per-

formance on a set and to actually
observe him troubleshoot a set.
Two separate practical examina-

tions are given-one for the technician and one for the master technician.

"At first, when the board was
transporting TV sets from one testing place to another, it got to be
very, very inconvenient," said Ma-

be there for a month."
Now, with the practical part of
the test given by using a diagram,
it is also easy to change the exam.
Cassidy was the board's original
chairman.

"Our investigators make a complete check of newspaper ads and
telephone directories, and we have
had the cooperation of the big com-

panies," he said. Among other
things, the practice of "bait" adver-

tising has been curbed by the

li-

censing laws.
"We have prosecuted quite a few.

We have to go through the state
attorney general."

In Detroit-An electronic service
technician and businessman told
why a Michigan trade association,
TSA (Television Service Association), first opposed licensing. "The
feeling was that we didn't want any
regulation. With licensing, you lose
a little bit of independence," said
this spokesman, Peter Fabbri. He is

a service dealer and editor of his
association's periodical, the TSA
News.

He explained, however, that the
TSA changed its viewpoint.
"In the end, we fought for licens-

Make Your Own Decision About Licensing
It can be uncomfortable when the consumer electronic
servicer (or anyone in business) faces licensing or other
laws that would restrict, impede or otherwise alter his way
of doing business-and possibly add on some kind of a
tax, examination, hearing or other by-product of our complicated society.
But he is probably already in an uncomfortable position.

The fact that there are large numbers of consumers and
government and consumer agencies dissatisfied with various types of servicing and demanding reforms is so well

licensing proposed in your state or city; 3.) Alternatives
to licensing, for example, self -regulation by a strong association of electronic technicians.
For it is possible for technicians-through lack of knowl-

edge, through lack of organization, through inaction-to
permit passage of unrealistic licensing laws or to let some
alleged notoriously bad conditions in the industry to con-

tinue to grow worse. (Some service dealers have commented that support for licensing legislation is strongest
in areas where abuses by some operators in this industry

known that it needs no documentation here.
As the technician or service dealer faces this dilemma,
some of these questions certainly occur to him: How
would licensing affect my methods of doing business? Can
(or my employees) pass the test? What does licensing

are the worst.) Laws can be tailor-made to meet the needs
or desires of the sponsors and can eliminate many of the
problems suggested in the questions above. Or, in attempting to cure some alleged industry ills through licensing of
the technician or service dealer, it is possible to come

cost-in cash, in time lost, in business lost?
Finally, the man in this business might be asking him-

troublesome than the ailment.

I

self: Isn't there some other way? Some alternative? Could
not a strong national trade association establish standards
and encourage self -policing by the industry?
Whatever the ultimate answers to these questions might
be,

it can be said that time studying the following three

things would be time well spent: 1.) The provisions, advantages, disadvantages and over-all effects of licensing laws
already in force; 2.) Provisions and possible effects of

up with a medicine that would cause a reaction more
On the other hand, the bitter pill of licensing may provide the servicing industry quicker relief from ills than the
more palatable but probably slower acting effects of self policing via a strong national trade association. Particularly
since there presently exists no national trade association
whose membership represents a majority of the electronic
service shop owners and technicians in either the country as

a whole or all major population centers in this country.
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ing. Things were kind of bad here."

MID -STATE TUNER SERVICE
Satisfied with second best? Mid -State offers absolute satisfaction and 24 -hour service a necessity.
Mid -State is as close as your nearest
post -office or United Parcel Service
outlet. All units tracked and aligned to
factory spec's, with crystal controlled
equipment. Ninety day warranty. Muti-

lated or damaged tuners may take
slightly longer if major parts are not
in stock. Send complete with model
and serial numbers and all damaged
parts.

UHF VHF COLOR

Put your confidence in Mid -State to
take care of your tuner problems. "Remember" there is only one "Mid -State
Tuner Service."

COMBO'S

- $17.50

Major Parts, Tubes,
charged at Net Price

strong support for licensing.
"Licensing in Detroit has helped

to clean up the city, including the
sharp boys who were using 'bait' advertising."
Fabbri sees the curb on advertis-

ing of service rates as one of the
best features of the Detroit law. No
service rates can be shown on store
windows or in display advertising
of any kind.
"We think we probably have the
best licensing law in the country,"

Fabbri said. An attempt to adopt
a state

law in Michigan failed. Here,

as in some other areas, there apparently was no organized opposition to licensing-only resistance

from individual dealers.
of licensing in that city when he an-

D-9

1504 So. College, Box 1141
Bloomington, Ind. 47401
Tel: (812) 336-6003

Distributors -Wholesalers
Write for Price Sheet

ethical practices tend to create

A Detroit newspaper columnist
recently commented on the effect

MID -STATE
TUNER SERVICE

Transistors

He suggested that notoriously un-

Circle 9 on literature card

swered a reader's complaint about
a TV service contract: "Plenty of
shylock operators were in the TV
fixing business till Detroit passed a
licensing ordinance in 1957 (37 of
the first 200 applicants flunked the
first test). It's still a mess in the

suburbs, since most don't have licensing laws. Detroiters can find out

if an outfit

is

licensed by calling
If he's not

Electrical Inspection

.

.

.

one of the city's 371 licensed repairmen, the guy can be fined or
jailed."
The reader's complaint stated that
he had purchased a 5 -year TV ser-

vice contract but had called five

IN ELECTRONICS CALCULATING
Still plodding through math and electronics
problems the slow pencil -and -paper way?
Smash the paperwork barrier with this new
Electronics Slide Rule.

Even if you've never used a slide rule
before, you can whiz through resonant frequency calculations and inductive or capaci-

tive reactance problems. You can find
reciprocals for resistance formulas in-

stantly. You can even locate tricky decimal
points in a jiffy.

You can also work regular math probin a flash: multiplication, division,

the least they could do.

square roots, logarithms, trigonometry.
Anyone can use this sturdy 12 -inch, all -

buy a new set for what you're paying on the service contract."

metal slide rule. We show you how with

Mail coupon below today.

Moving?

1776 E.17th St.,Cleveland.Ohlo 44114
I

How to Solve Electronics Problems in Seconds

`;earl

ELECTRONIC SERVICING

wRn nm Electronics SI 0e Rule and Instrustron Course

Circulation
1014 Wyandotte St.

Splint pnntl

Address

State

Kansas City, Missouri 64105

Zip

Accredited Member National Home Study Council A Leader in Electronics Training...Since 1934
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Send your new address to:

-MtitaillgUir MOTS

Name
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. you could

way of making friends with men in Electronics. FREE booklet gives full details.

Please send me, without charge or obligation, your booklet
describing the Electronics Slide Rule and 4 -lesson instruction course. Also FREE if act at once-a handy, pocket sized Electronics Data Guide.
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.

our complete 4 -lesson instruction course.
Slide rule, course, and handsome leather
carrying case deliberately priced low as our

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics

L

er: "The company sent out a man
right after we called. For $200, it's

lems

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

City

times for service with no response.
The columnist assured the read-

PF-128

A COMPLETE LINE OF QUALITY UHF -VHF -FM ANTENNAS

KAY-TOWNES
AND PRIVATE LABELED
OVER 1,000 MODELS - AREA CUSTOM DESIGNED

BEST

THE CT FAMILY
UHF -VHF

BECAUSE IT'S

FOR PERFECT COLOR RECEPTION

R4IN OR SHINE!
FIELD TESTED AND PROVEN MODELS
FOR EVERY RECEPTION NEED
CT -42G, 34G, 30G, 24G, 18G
WITH FREE BAND SPLITTER

AND WHITE - WITH A KAY-TOWNES ANTENNA
GET A BETTER PICTURE FROM ANY SET - COLOR OR BLACK

THE CPC FAMILY

82 CHANNEL UHF -VHF

railloughxze
COMBINATION ANTENNA
CPC -33G

E :bested
for

010

MODELS FOR
EVERY RECEPTION NEED
CPC -33G, 27G, 24G,

I8G, 12G

All channels with single downlead

FREE BAND SPLITTER

ANTENNA
OR BLACK AND WHITE - WITH A KAY-TOWNES
FROM
ANY
SET
COLOR
GET A BETTER PICTURE

THE CD FAMILY

82 CHANNEL
UHF -VHF -FM COMBINATION
WITH FREE BAND SPLITTER

MODELS FOR EVERY
RECEPTION NEED

CD -21G

CD -21G, 19G, 13G, 11G

KAY-TOWNES antenna co.

P. O. BOX 593 ' ROME, GA. 30161 (404) 235-0141
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This is 30,000
solid state replacement parts.
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So is this.

It used to be if you wanted to satisfy everyone, you
had to stock over 30,000 different solid state replacement parts.

Well, everyone realized that was ridiculous. So
some enterprising people came up with a bunch of
universal replacements.
Then you only had to stock about eleven or twelve
hundred.
That was a lot better, but we still thought it was a
little ridiculous.

So two years ago (when we went into this business), we figured out how to replace all 30,000 with
only 60.
Now all you have to do is stock 60 of our diodes,
transistors, integrated circuits, etc., and you can replace any of the 30,000 parts now in use. Including

all JEDEC types, manufacturers' part numbers, and
foreign designs.
That means you invest less money.

You don't tie up valuable space.
You do away with complicated inventory control.
And you operate more efficiently.
To make life even easier, we've got a new book
that gives you all the cross references you need to
figure out which part replaces which.
It's available from your Sylvania distributor.
If the whole thing sounds rather incredible, you're
right. But why not give your distributor a call and let
him narrow the incredibility gap.

SYLVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

Circle 12 on literature card
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Why Vectorscopes Are Popular
Application of vectorscopes and interpretation of the patterns they produce.
by Allan Dale

For a couple of years now, a new
instrument for color -TV servicing
has been gaining popularity. It's a
special oscilloscope with a unique
display which shows phase relationships among signal voltages in color
demodulators. The thing is called a
vectorscope.

Yet, technicians ask "Why buy
such a limited instrument? It can
only show you phase in the demod-

v4vt ta'Avvo

scope connected to the red grid
terminal of the CRT. You adjust

several factors.

phase until the sixth visible pip (Fig.

can't see it; you simply have to
know what it is and watch for its
effects.

line.

phase until the sixth color bar is of
the same brightness as the spaces on
either side of it. Then, with green
and red disabled, you make sure the
third bar is the same brightness as
those beside it. (2) On a service

ulators." The main answer covers
Stop and think about phase. You

Fig. 1 Display on ordinary service scope
connected to red grid of CRT. Phase is
adjusted till sixth bar is right on base

one of two ways: (1) On the picture tube screen. With the blue and green
guns disabled and a keyed -rainbow
signal fed to the receiver, you adjust

For example, you adjust color demodulators to get the phase of their

signals correct. Until the development of the vectorscope, you could
watch the effects of adjustments in

(B)

(A)

R

B -Y

1) is at the zero line of the scope
display and the third is at maximum

amplitude. The ninth pip should
also be at maximum, but in the opposite direction from the third bar.
Some technicians find it hard to
really understand phase in color sig-

nals, no matter which adjustment
method they use. They go through
the motions of adjustment, but can't
diagnose a fault if colors aren't just
right or the pips don't appear where
they should along the baseline of
the scope.
For the technician who doesn't
think in terms of phase, the vector scope is great, because it presents
phase information in a way he can
actually see it. In other words, phase
itself is visible and measurable on a
vectorscope.

The "Starburst"
To understand a vectorscope, you

need to know how the display is
G -Y

UPWARD
PULL

(C)

V PLATES

PULLS

TO RIGHT

H PLATES

formed. Briefly: the R -Y signal (the

one that goes to the CRT red grid)
is connected to the vertical deflec-

tion plates of the scope, and the
B -Y (blue grid) signal is connected
to the horizontal deflection plates.

The diagrams in Fig. 2 show how
R -Y

B -Y

these signals produce the "starburst"

pattern. The display commonly is
called a vectorgram.

With R -Y alone applied to the
DOWNWARD
PULL

PULLS
TO LEFT

Fig. 2. How vectorgram is formed on vectorscope CRT. (A) R -Y connected to vertical deflection plates. (B) B -Y connected to horizontal deflection plates matrixes with
R -Y to form "starburst" or "daisy" display. (C) The two signals as you'd see them
on an ordinary wideband servicing scope; they combine in vectorscope to form the
display.
18
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vertical plates, the display is merely
a vertical line on the scope screen,

as in Fig. 2A. But when the B -Y
signal is applied to the horizontal
plates, both signals deflect the beam

in the scope CRT, Fig. 2B.
For the first bar, the B -Y signal
is

stronger than the R -Y, and it

pulls the scope trace to the left. The

R -Y signal at the same time is pull-

ing the trace slightly upward. That
accounts for the 10 -o'clock position
of bar 1.

For bar 2, R -Y is stronger and
B -Y is somewhat weaker. The posi-

tion of the second bar is almost 11
o'clock.

The third bar, which you recall
is red on the TV screen, has no B -Y

in it at all (if the demodulator is
working right). So, the trace is swept
upward, and the loop for that bar is
at 12 o'clock.
Notice in Fig. 2C that the relative

strengths of the R -Y and B -Y signals are about the same for bars 2
and 4, but the polarity of the B -Y

signal is opposite in bar 4. So the
scope trace is pulled to the right instead of to the left. The R -Y force
is still upward, so the loop takes a
position between 1 and 2 o'clock.

You can figure out the vector
forces for the remaining bars. At the
ninth bar, the B -Y signal is back to
zero, as it was at the third bar. Only
the downward pull of the negative going R -Y signal affects the vector scope trace; the loop is at 6 o'clock.

Different Instruments
The two color signals must be fed

to the deflection plates of the vectorscope in equal amplitude. In one
late -model scope, you can connect
them to the plates directly, through
terminals on the back of the scope.
Another model lets you connect

adjust the vertical and horizontal
gain controls to make the vector gram round. You may have to juggle position controls to center the
display.

What a Vectorgram Tells You
There's quite a bit of information

R -Y and B -Y through the hori-

in a vector display - more than

zontal and vertical amplifiers of the
scope; you adjust the horizontal and
vertical gain controls so the ampli-

some technicians use.

fiers are equal in gain. One such
scope is for vector use only, and the

horizontal and vertical amplifiers
have the same gain (and no control).
Technicians are resourceful. Some
connect ordinary scopes as vector scopes. It isn't all that complicated,

For one thing, you can tell

if

color gain is poor. Once you know
what control settings on your scope

make a normal display, you can
judge from the size of the display
whether the gain is enough in the
color section. Just notice the length
of the loops.

You can touch up bandpass

alignment this way in a few chassis.

really.

One technician made what he
likes to call a "vectorprobe." The
diagram is shown in Fig. 3. This
probe is for the B -Y signal. It clips
on the wire leading to the blue grid
of the CRT, and its output goes to
the scope's horizontal input. For the
R -Y from the red -grid lead, you use

the low -capacitance probe that
comes with the scope. You have to

Just set the bandpass transformer
slugs for longest loops in the vectorgram. This doesn't work if bandpass alignment is staggered. Check
the alignment instructions before

you try this. If the bandpass stages
are center -tuned, this trick can save
you time. If adjusting the stages
doesn't make the vectorgram large
enough, check voltages; something
is reducing gain.

A vectorgram is helpful in centering

(RCA #232597 HAS
PROBE

PIERCING PIN)

CLIP

.01
100K

(INSIDE
BARREL)

the Hue, or Tint, control

range. The adjustment is the burst
transformer slug in most color sets.
You can watch the whole display
rotate about its center as you turn
the slug. With the Hue control at
center, the correct setting puts the
sixth bar opposite the burst or ref-

(1000V

TO SCOPE

TUBULAR)

HORIZONTAL

3.3K

INPUT

GROUND

TERMINALS

CLIP

(ALL CAN GO INSIDE PROBE SHELL)

erence point. The burst is usually at
9 o'clock, so the B -Y bar should be
at 3 o'clock.

You can also tell how well the
color is locking in by watching a
vectorgram. The loops hold still
if the burst signal is synchronizing
the receiver's 3.58 -MHz oscillator

solidly. Otherwise, they rotate

Fig. 3 Homemade probe for adapting any servicing scope to vectorscope servicing.

slowly (or rapidly) or perhaps jump
erratically around the center.
If the loops are wide and rounded,

as in Fig. 4A, that's usually a sign
that the bandpass amplifier needs
alignment. Or, the loops may be
wide but pointed. You can adjust
the bandpass coil slugs until the patFig. 4 Wide rounded
loops (Left) mean the

tern loops are straighter and narrower, as in Fig. 4B. First, be sure

bandpass amplifier

the receiver fine tuning is set right;

needs alignment. The

if it's

vectorgram (Right)
shows the correct
shape.

not, the loops will look fat

and rounded.

Ease of adjustment, like this, is
another reason vectorscopes have
become so popular.
July, 1969/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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R -Y

105°

B -Y

Fig. 5 This leaning, elliptical vectorgram is the pattern

Fig. 6 When cathodes of CRT are driven, phase of the vector -

formed from 105 -degree demodulator.

gram is rotated 180 degrees.

Variations
The vectorgram patterns made by

some chassis have an elliptical or
oval shape. That is, the pattern is
slightly wider than it is high (like
those in Fig. 4), or vice versa. That's

(3.58 -MHz CW signal for each
section of the demodulator.
In chassis using 90 -degree color
demodulation, the B -Y (sixth) loop
falls normally at 3 o'clock whenever

the R -Y (third) loop is set at

12

normal. The different color phosphors in color picture tubes do not
always have the same efficiency.

o'clock. Remember, you position the

When you make gray -scale adjustments, you may turn up one drive
control a little more to compensate
for a weak gun or a weak phosphor.
Then, when you connect the R -Y
and B -Y signals to the vectorscope,

You should learn to distinguish
the tilted ellipse of the 105 -degree
demodulator (Fig. 5) from the upright ellipse formed by a gain difference (Fig. 3).
There's one vectorgram pattern
that can really throw you the first
time you see it. You'll find it in sets
where the color -difference signals
drive the CRT cathodes. (In most

one or the other is slightly higher
in amplitude.

Not all demodulators show the
pattern I've described. The variance

is often so subtle that an inexperienced technician overlooks it or
thinks the pattern is revealing

a

fault. For example, there's a difference between the patterns made by
90 -degree and 105 -degree chroma
demodulators.
A chassis using 105 -degree color
demodulation produces an elliptical

pattern that slants to one side (Fig.
5). With the R -Y loop at exactly 12
o'clock, the sixth (or B -Y) loop falls

at 4 o'clock instead of at 3 o'clock.
If it's slightly above that point, don't
worry about it; the vectorscope lead

may be shifting the B -Y phase
slightly. But if the B -Y loop is at
or near 3 o'clock, the demodulator
is out of adjustment. The trouble
could be poor alignment or a bad
component among those that shift
the phase of the color - reference
20
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R -Y loop by rotating the Hue. or
Tint, control.

sets, as you know, the R, G and
B signals go to the grids.) An ex-

And so ...
That gives you some idea why
technicians like vectorscopes. The

instrument isn't at all indispensable,
yet it offers two powerful advan-

tages: It's the only way you can

see

vector relationships of color bars
developed by color -receiver demodulators; and it's an easy -to -use way

to speed up testing and troubleshooting. Technicians who own vec-

torscopes and know how to use
them generally swear by them.

An excellent little booklet on
using vectorscopes is available from
Lectrotech, Inc., 4529 North Kedzie

Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60625.
The price is $1.25. Too, the manufacturers of most vectorscopes include in their instruction booklets
some

details

on

troubleshooting

ample is the Motorola Quasar (all transistor) chassis. The whole vectorgram (Fig. 6) is rotated 180 degrees. The burst appears just below
the 3 -o'clock position. The third
loop (which is actually a negative

with the instrument. If you've had
problems understanding color -sec-

R -Y signal) occurs at 6 o'clock.
The Quasar demodulator system is
a 105 -degree type, and the vector gram is deeply elliptical. The sixth
loop (formed by a negative B -Y signal) belongs at almost 10 o'clock.
In a chassis that uses 90 -degree

quests from technicians all over the
country, I'm writing about TV align-

demodulation and yet drives the
CRT cathodes, R -Y is at 6 o'clock
and B -Y is at 9 o'clock. Either one
of these patterns with the burst on
the right-hand side can be considered as merely a normal vectorgram
rotated exactly 180 degrees.

tion alignment and troubleshooting,
a vectorscope might be the answer
for you.

For next month, because of rement. It won't be the usual alignment instructions, because you can
get those out of any Sams Photofact
Folder or from manufacturers' service literature. I plan, instead, to explain the subject. If you're a technician who hesitates to do an alignment job just because it seems hard,

or if alignment takes you so long
that it's unprofitable, this department in the next issue is just for
you.

A

So what if you have to live
with the old fear just a little longer?
(It'll feel even better
when you do get your 415 !)

We recently announced the absolute end of
the old color and black -&-white TV alignment
fear. The end of separate marker generators,
marker adders, sweep generators, and bias

marker tilt feature to make markers especially
easy to see. (Trap alignments are easier and
more certain than ever before.) We made the

combined into one fearless instrument - the
B&K 415 Sweep/Marker Generator.

now include three bias supplies.

Immediately, we were swamped with orders.
The backlog started piling up.

patient. Even if you do have to live with the
old fear a little longer - think how good it will

supplies and the beginning of all of them

And, then, to make matters worse (or maybe
better), our bright engineers (in response to
suggestions at Seminars) thought up some
newer and even more sophisticated features
to include in the unit. To make it even more
efficient (without raising the price)!

For example, we added 100 KHz markers to
permit aligning the new automatic fine tuning

in new color receivers. We improved the

leads and controls absolutely unaffected by
body capacitance and movement. And, we
So,

if you're still waiting for your 415, be

feel when it stops.

It won't be long now-the 415 Sweep/Marker
Generators are in full production. Shipments
are being made daily. Check your distributor
to find out when you can expect yours.

Model 415. Net: $349.95.

B&K puts an end to test equipment.
We've developed Silent Partners.

Product of DYNASCAN CORPORATION 1801 W. Belle Plaine, Chicago, Illinois 60613

Circle 13 on literature card
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Poor vertical linearity
trouble symptoms common defects troubleshooting techniques
1. Top of picture stretched and
bottom compressed.
2. Horizontal line only.

into an oscillator section and an

3. Both top and bottom of pic-

whether the picture symptom points

Every TV technician has to contend with circuit defects that cause
poor vertical linearity. Sometimes
the job is simple, and tube replace-

ture compressed.
4. Nonlinearity with insufficient

to trouble in one of these vertical
sections. For example, it is logical

height.

to suspect that the cause of the

ment restores normal operation.

foldover.

by Robert G. Middleton

output section for quicker analysis.

Therefore, we start by asking

trouble symptom in Fig. 1C is an

5. Nonlinearity accompanied by

open grid circuit in the vertical -out-

However, when you must dig

6. Intermittent collapse or re-

put tube, which is picking up stray

deeper, it is important to know the
common causes and techniques for

duction in raster height.
7. Shrunken raster.
8. Reduced height with vertical
oscillator far off frequency.
9. Vertical nonlinearity objectionable when vertical height is cor-

hum voltage. Only sine -wave deflec-

rect.

ages.

isolating defects in the vertical sweep system. Not only time and
tempers will be saved, but money
will be saved also, because you can
avoid building up a large inventory

of "bench -warmer" replacement
parts.

In this logical approach, we will
start with an analysis of picture
symptoms. Following are the most
common basic symptoms:

(a) Reduced height and nonlinearity

(d)

Excessive height

ELECTRONIC SERVICING/July, 1969

It also will be helpful to consider the generation and control of
vertical sawtooth deflection volt-

10. Picture "rolled up" along
horizontal axis.
Some common symptoms of ver-

Waveform Distortion and Correction

A vertical oscillator cannot generate an undistorted sawtooth waveform, because RC waveshaping circuitry is employed. For example, a

tical -system trouble are illustrated
in Fig. 1. With one exception, any
vertical -sweep system can be divided

(b) No vertical deflection

(e)

Foldover at bottom

Fig. 1 Common symptoms caused by vertical -system trouble.
22

tion can produce a "rolled -up" picture symptom.

(c) 60 -Hz hum deflection

(f)

Keystoned raster

the output amplitude is reduced as
the time constant is increased. Al-

blocking oscillator may be used; al-

though the circuit includes a tube
and a transformer, these compo-

though the boost B+ voltage

is

depicted in Fig. 2, we observe that
the curvatures are opposite throughout. We also note that the amount
of curvature in a dynamic transfer

nents operate simply in a discharge
circuit. The semi-sawtooth vertical deflection waveform is produced by
an RC integrating circuit. With the

used as a source of charging voltage, and although this does maximize the amplitude of the output,
the practical limit has been reached.

characteristic depends upon the
value of the plate load. It also is
important to recognize that the

arrival of the vertical sync pulse,

Therefore, the vertical oscillator
generates a nonlinear sawtooth

curves become more nearly linear
as grid voltage (V) approaches zero

open -circuit to a short-circuit, thereby discharging the integrator capacitor. Feedback via the blocking -os-

waveform that must be corrected by

volts.

cillator transformer quickly opens
the tube circuit once more, and the

To linearize this semi-sawtooth
waveform, a vertical -output stage
commonly is utilized to introduce

the tube changes suddenly from an

passage through a suitable wave -

Waveshaping Circuit Action

shaping circuit.

integrator starts charging again.

We know that an RC integrator

an equal and opposite curvature into

circuit always produces an exponen-

the waveform. A triode tube in the
output stage is suitable for this purpose when it is operated at a certain value of grid -bias voltage. Fig.

tial waveform, as shown in Fig. 2.

The curvature in the rise of the
waveform can be reduced by using
a longer time constant. On the other

hand, there is a practical limit to

3 shows the principle that is involved. If we compare curves A

this method of linearization, because

through D of Fig. 3 with the curves

Now, let us see how these facts
are put to practical use. First, we
see that the curve labeled "RC=6"
in Fig. 2 has approximately the
same amount of curvature as curve
A in Fig. 3. Therefore, we might
suppose that if the exponential

waveform (RC=6) were passed

through an output tube that has the
dynamic transfer characteristic of
curve A, a linear sawtooth wave -

100

Q -C

go

60
SIS"

,k.
40

e3

SW.

R

°°°--\iA.---1-

Se6
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I
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2

4

3

C

6
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I

7

TIME UNITS -0-

Fig. 2 Integrator waveforms for various time constants.
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form would be produced. Fig. 4
shows that this supposition is not
entirely true. In this example, the
tube is operating at -20 volts grid

that a dynamic transfer characteris-

tic becomes less curved when the
tube is operated at lower grid bias.
Therefore, we expect that the over correction in Fig. 4 could be eliminated by reducing the grid bias on
the output tube. For example, if we

bias. Linearization is evidently incomplete, as seen by comparing the
"resultant" curve with the dashed

use -12 volts bias, we obtain the

line which represents ideal linearity.
What practical means can be employed to improve the waveshaping
action depicted in Fig. 4? We know

waveshaping action depicted in Fig.

5. Note that we now have under correction in the resultant wave -

Ebb ' 350V

,

,ci?

.S,"

12

10

Adjustment of grid bias on the

tical standpoint, the time constant
becomes shorter when the integrat-

IP

115'
8

%

ing capacitor becomes leaky. Again,

C",-.111111

observe in Fig. 3 that the extent of
waveshaping action depends on the
value of the vertical -output load. If
a defect develops in the load, or if
an incorrect replacement is made,

56
110°'®°
4

ity will be reduced to minimum.

comes excessively curved when the
time constant is short. From a prac-

tk\w

optimum linearization is not ideal
linearization, because no exponential waveform has exactly the same
shape as a dynamic transfer characteristic; however, the nonlinear-

that the generated waveform be-

V-

E

volts and -20 volts. Of course,

vertical -output tube is provided by
the vertical -line arity control. Although bias adjustment can compensate for component tolerances up to
a certain point, various defects can
defeat the purpose of the vertical linearity control. Observe in Fig. 2

16

14

form. In other words, optimum linearization will be provided by a
grid bias somewhere between -12

,44,11.11111111111111111.-

RcIS),.......2:°°

2

the waveshaping action will become
such that satisfactory adjustment of

-24

-22

-20

-18

-16

-14

-12

-10

0

GRID VOLTAGE

Fig. 3 Dynamic transfer characteristics for different loads.

the vertical linearity control is impossible.

Distortion Due to Overloading
Vertical nonlinearity also results

from overloading in the output
stage. Normally, this stage does not
overload. However, aside from tube

aging, the boost B+ voltage can

VERTICAL
OSCILLATOR

VERTICAL
OUTPUT

become subnormal, the heater voltage may be low, or the vertical -output plate -load impedance might be
subnormal. Any of these defects can

produce vertical nonlinearity. For
example, as a tube ages, its cathode
emission decreases. The practical result

is the same as if the heater

voltage were reduced, which in turn
reduces the cathode temperature and

affects the overload point of the
tube. The characteristic curve becomes nonlinear at point X, and
droops through points BC or DE,
depending upon the temperatures
chosen in this example.
If we consider the effect of employing an overloaded transfer characteristic in Fig. 4 or Fig. 5, we see
TIME

that the resultant waveform will
droop at the top. Since the top of
the vertical -output waveform cor-

Fig. 4 Resultant of exponential waveform, linearized (approximately) by a dynamic
transfer waveform.
24
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responds to the bottom of the picture, the effect is to compress the
bottom of the picture, as illustrated

in Fig. 7. A small amount of overload distortion can be partially corrected by adjustment of the vertical linearity control. However, substan-

*cl
VERTICAL
SYNC IN -0 OSCILLATOR

tial overload distortion completely
defeats the purpose of the linearity
control. If the tube is not defective,

VERTICAL
OUTPUT

\-\'

),

-0 -OUTPUT
42.

and if the heater voltage and the
plate -supply voltage are normal, we

z

can still encounter overload distor-

tion due to an incorrect value of
vertical -output load.

Aqs-

Either a triode or a pentode may
be used in the vertical -output stage.

The effect of an incorrect value of
plate -load impedance is basically
the same in either case. Fig. 8 shows

the overload characteristics for a
pentode. We observe that overload

occurs earlier as the value of the
plate load increases. The symptomatic result is the same as if the
heater voltage were reduced when
the plate load is normal. Increase in
value of the plate load can be caused
either by a compound defect or by
an incorrect replacement.

Interaction of Height and
Linearity Controls
We know that the vertical -height
control adjusts the plate voltage on
the vertical -oscillator tube. In turn,
this control varies the amplitude of
the oscillator output waveform. If

we increase the amplitude of this
waveform, we drive the output tube
harder, and we use a greater grid -

voltage swing in Fig. 3. As noted
previously, the transfer character-

TIME -a -

Fig. 5 Another example of approximate linearization.

100

90

i/

80

istic becomes more nearly linear as
the grid bias approaches zero volts.

/

/

//

/
/
/
E

D

CURVE FOR AN INCREASED
CATHODE TEMPERATURE

C
B

In other words, by changing the
amplitude of the drive waveform,

CURVE FOR A GIVEN

X

we are also changing the amount of
corrective curvature that is applied.
Thus, it is inevitable that the height
and linearity controls interact.

CATHODE TEMPERATURE

When the height control is adjusted to increase the picture height,
the corrective curvature can be optimized by reducing the bias on the
vertical -output tube. When the linearity control is adjusted, the result-

30

20

ing bias change effects the picture
height. The reason for this is seen in

Fig. 9: If the grid bias is changed,
the plate current is also changed.
In turn, the transconductance and
the plate resistance of the tube take
on different values. Since the gain
of the stage is a function of trans conductance and plate resistance, it

follows that the linearity control

10

A

100
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300

350

400

450

500

PLATE VOLTAGE

Fig. 6 Plate -current plate -voltage characteristic curves.
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TOP OF
WAVEFORM

/

._100 '0801_
VERTICAL DEFLECTION

COILS

Fig. 7(a) Vertical-oJtput waveform applied across yoke.

(b) Waveform and picture relation.

will have some effect on picture
height.

Peaking Pulse
The vertical -output stage develEbb = 300V,

ops a peaked-sawtooth waveform, as

E2 = 100V

depicted in Fig. 7. This waveshape
is required because the vertical deflection coils have both resistance
and inductance. A sawtooth voltage
drives a sawtooth current through

E3 = OV
8

RL=0

7

resistance. On the other hand, a
RL=30, 000

6

pulse waveform drives a sawtooth
current through inductance. There-

fore, a combination of these two

a

R L=50, 000
5

cc
cc

waveforms, called a peaked -saw tooth, must be used to drive a saw tooth current through an RL load.
Since vertical oscillators commonly
use multivibrator or blocking -oscil-

additional circuit
means are required to produce
peaking pulses. Circuit defects

'FL' 4

lator circuits,

5

3

---C", R c 100, 000

which affect the amplitude of the
peaking pulse will also affect vertical linearity.
If the vertical oscillator has a
multivibrator configuration, it is arranged as an unsymmetrical multi -

2

vibrator, and generates a rectangu-

lar waveform. This rectangular
waveform is then passed through an
-5

-3

integrating circuit to shape it into
-2

CONTROL GRID VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 8 Overload characteristics for a pentode.

-1

a semi-sawtooth waveform. At this
point, the semi-sawtooth lacks a

peaking pulse. We will find that
there are two ways in which a peak -

26
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ing pulse is added to the sawtooth.
For example, the integrating capac-

itor may be re turned to ground

turn, the stored magnetic energy in
the deflection coils discharges, and
produces a voltage surge, or pulse,

through a suitable value of resist-

across the coils. This pulse is fed

ance, as depicted in Fig. 10. If a

back through an attenuating branch
and added to the original sawtooth
to produce a peaked-sawtooth waveform. This completely cuts off the
tube during retrace. Obviously, if
a defect occurs in the feedback cir-

blocking oscillator is employed, a
similar peaking circuit is suitable.
It is evident that an incorrect value
of peaking resistance will impair
vertical linearity.

cuit, vertical linearity will be im-

The other method of adding a

paired greatly.

peaking pulse to the sawtooth wave-

form is to feed back the reactive
kick from the vertical -deflection
coils. That is, when the end of the
sawtooth voltage wave is reached,

Waveshaping by Transformer
Characteristic

Virtually all vertical -deflection
systems include a vertical -output

the voltage across the deflection

coils suddenly drops to zero. The
effect is the same as if a switch had

transformer. This transformer serves
two purposes: It provides impedance

been opened in the coil circuit. In

matching between the output tube

and the deflection coils, and thereby develops maximum power transfer; the transformer also has a transfer characteristic as depicted in Fig.
11, which contributes to waveshaping and optimum vertical linearity.
That is, the amount of curvature in
the characteristic curve depends on
the width of the air gap in the transformer core. This gap is chosen by
the manufacturer to provide optimum vertical linearity. Obviously,
vertical linearity will be impaired
if an incorrect transformer replacement is made.
Since inductance and capacitance

form a resonant circuit that rings
due to shock excitation when the 0
is greater than a certain critical
value, damping resistors are used in

Fig. 11B to lower the system 0
below the ringing point. That is, if
the vertical -output transformer de-

velops a ringing waveform, it is
practically impossible to obtain a
linear deflection in the top portion
of the raster. Note that if there are

40
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short-circuited turns in a vertical de-
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flection coil, the Q is reduced, and
the circuit produces a characteristic

type of nonlinearity commonly
called "keystoning."
Defective Bypass Capacitors

Poor vertical linearity

8

is often
caused by defective bypassing capac-

itors. For example, let us consider

what happens if capacitor Cl in
rp

'SL"

500

5

0

0

4

8

6
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14

16

18

PLATE CURRENT ImA/

Fig. 9 Triode transconductance and plate resistance versus plate current.

INPUT RECTANGULAR
WAVE

Fig. 12 opens up. The result is that
the cathode is no longer at AC
ground potential. Cathode degener-

ation now occurs because of the
varying voltage drop across R8 and
R3. There are two symptomatic re-

sults: The amplitude of the output
waveform is reduced because of reduced stage gain, and vertical linearity is reduced because the wave shaping action of the tube is much
less effective than in normal opera-

tion. This change in waveshaping
action might puzzle the beginner;
therefore, let us analyze the stage

INTEGRATING
RESISTOR
On.

PEAKED SAWTOOTH
OUTPUT

operation.

When negative feedback (degeneration) occurs in the circuit in Fig.

12, due to an open Cl, this negative -feedback action reduces the dis-

PEAKING
RESISTOR
-4-

Fig. 10 Resistance -type peaking circuit.

tortion. Such reduction is undesirable in this situation, because the
distortion characteristic is needed
for waveshaping. To summarize:
The abnormal negative feedback
tends to linearize the tube transfer
characteristic, which means that the
July, 1969/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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stage undercompensates the exponential curvature of the drive waveform. From previous discussion, it
follows that the bottom of the picture will be compressed by this cir-

30

fect permits B+ voltage from the
previous section to bleed into the
grid circuit. In turn, the grid becomes less negative than normal,
the cathode voltage increases, and

20

cuit defect.

the plate current increases. The

10

Next, let us consider what happens when Cl (Fig. 12) becomes

trouble symptom is the same as if
C1 becomes leaky: Vertical over -

leaky. Although the cathode remains
at AC ground potential, the DC bias

scan and compression at the bottom
of the picture. From a troubleshoot-

on the cathode is reduced. If the
leakage is sufficient to upset the
normal range of the linearity control, the exponential curvature of
the drive waveform is under -cor-

ing standpoint, the change in ca-

0

50

100

CURRENT mA

Fig. 11(a) Magnetizing inductance

of vertical -output transformer
versus current.

rected, and the stage gain becomes
abnormal. The symptomatic result
is vertical overscan and nonlinearity, with the bottom of the picture
compressed. To summarize briefly,

FROM PLATE

OF VERTICAL

RETRACE

OUTPUT TUBE

BLANKING

-t

.022

the nonlinearity symptom is the
same whether the bypass capacitor
is open or leaky. However, the
trouble symptoms relating to height
are opposite, with reduced height
indicating an open circuit, and increased height indicating leakage.

5+

(b) Typical transformer
circuit.

Defective Coupling Capacitors
Defective coupling capacitors also
impair vertical linearity. For example, let us consider the effect of

leakage in C2 in Fig. 12. This de -

thode voltage pinpoints the culprit.
That is, subnormal cathode voltage

points to leakage in Cl, whereas
abnormal cathode voltage points to
leakage in C2.
Next, let us consider the trouble

symptom that results when C2 in
Fig. 12 opens. Although this does
not produce an open -grid condition,

it does make the grid "float." Because the grid impedance is now 1
megohm to ground, stray 60 -Hz
hum fields are very likely to be
picked up, producing the "rolled up" picture illustrated in Fig. 1C.
However, if the floating -grid circuit is not near a source of 60 -Hz
hum, only a horizontal line is displayed on the picture -tube screen,
as illustrated in Fig. 18.
Defective capacitors in the verti-

cal -oscillator section also cause
trouble symptoms, although these
symptoms usually take on dominant

TO VERTI CAL
OUTPUT

TRANSFORMER

.

Again, if a coupling capacitor opens
up or becomes leaky in the oscilla-

tor section, the picture will roll or
the oscillator will stop completely.
Accordingly, the general rule is to

DR I VE..4._1
WAVEFORM

aspects other than poor linearity.
For example, if a charging capacitor opens up or becomes leaky, the
vertical -hold control is thrown out
of range. In turn, the picture rolls,
and this is the dominant symptom.

check the vertical -output stage when
a nonlinearity symptom occurs.

033

lmeg

Resistor Defects
Off -value resistors are occasion150 mfd

ally responsible for vertical non -

linearity symptoms. If we include
150Q

VERTICAL
LINEARITY
750Q

potentiometers among resistors, the
prime suspect is the vertical -linearity control. When the resistance element becomes worn and erratic, its
stability is also impaired in most

cases. The result is that its resistance value tends to drift and cause
poor vertical linearity. With reference to Fig. 12, if R6 opens up
(sometimes due to mechanical damage), the signal -developed bias on
Fig. 12 Capacitors C1 and C2 affect vertical linearity.
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the grid becomes higher then nor-

mal. In turn, overcorrection of the
exponential curvature in the drive
waveform occurs, producing compression at the top of the picture.
Again with reference to Fig. 12,

let us consider the situation in
which the resistance element in R3

has become defective, so that excessive resistance is in series with
R8 and ground, regardless of the
control setting. In such case, the cathode voltage is abnormal, and the
picture symptom is the same as for
an open grid resistance-the top of
the picture is compressed. In practice,

the potentiometer would be

suspected, because the control is out
of range and the cathode voltage is

too high. On the other hand, if R6
is open the linearity control might

STANDARD
SIGNALS OF A
PROFESSION

be out of range, but the cathode

tandard
deo wave
forms of a'
lity broad b
scope

voltage will be too low.
Summary

This article has reviewed the
common causes of poor vertical linearity, and has explained some of

the finer points so that picture

symptoms can be evaluated more
effectively.

It has been pointed out that the
same nonlinearity symptom can be

caused by more than one type of
defect. Therefore, it is often necessary to narrow down the possibili-

ties by DC voltage measurements
and waveform analysis.

It is a waste of time to go looking for a defective component in
the vertical system if the plate or
heater supply voltages are subnormal. However, if the supply voltages are normal, and the predominant symptom is nonlinearity, the
grid and/or cathode voltages in the
output stage may be incorrect because of a defective component.
The final waveshaping function
is provided by the vertical -output
transformer, by virtue of its transfer characteristic. Thus, poor vertical linearity can be caused by an
incorrect replacement transformer.
Note that shorted turns or layers in
a transformer cause nonlinearity and

reduced height; however, keystoning is seldom a prominent symptom.

On the other hand, shorted turns in

a vertical -deflection coil cause

symptoms of nonlinearity, reduced
height, and prominent keystoning.
An incorrect replacement yoke can
cause poor vertical linearity by mismatching the impedance of the output tube.

With just a
flick of a

switch-

you get
either
waveform
on the

SENCORE PS148 Combination
Broad Band Scope and Vectorscope
The Sencore PS148 is the only scope on the market that takes you
all the way. It is sensitive enough to view the small signals from
the TV tuner but broad band enough, without time-consuming band
switching, to hold any video or color waveform steady as a rock.
It's almost impossible to knock out of sync,and waveform presentation
is so near textbook exhibits that you'll have no difficulty in identifying
circuit trouble. Exclusive direct readout of peak to peak voltages
makes work even faster. That's not all
flip two slide switches
on the rear and you have a complete and modern vectorscope. Rear
plate instructions and detailed instructions how to read and interpret
See your Sencore disvectors insures you of a job made easy.
tributor today
he has the PS148 in stock.
S229.50
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Facts about
Servicing solidstate TV
Analysis of the similarities and differences
between fundamental tube and semiconductor circuits along with troubleshooting
techniques and transistor substitution.

output is derived from the cathode
or emitter.
But There Are Also Differences
Having examined the similarities
between vacuum -tube and transistor
circuits, it is appropriate to consider some of the basic differences.

Consider the circuits in Fig. 1A.
The means of biasing the two circuits and the effects of bias on the
device constitute one major difference. A vacuum tube is normally
biased so that the grid is a few volts
negative with respect to the cathode.

In some instances, the bias may be

much greater than this (the horizontal -output tube, for example, op-

erates with about 40 or 50 volts of

negative grid bias), but in stages
which neither cut off nor saturate,
bias normally ranges from 1 to 10
volts. If the tube is operated with
the grid slightly positive with respect to the cathode, there will be
some grid current, which lowers the
input impedance and may cause distortion, but the circuit may continue
to work after a fashion.

This is not true with a transistor. In the case of an NPN tranby Bruce Anderson

Although television receivers employing only solid-state devices are

still comparatively rare, several
models are available from the various manufacturers. Included are

two color receivers, the Motorola
and the RCA. Much more plentiful
are the hybrid receivers, both monochrome and color, which use some
transistors and some vacuum tubes.
Since the advantages of using a transistor in lieu of a tube for some circuits (vertical output, for instance)
are hardly sufficient to warrant the
additional cost, it is likely that the
bulk of the receivers will continue
to be hybrid for some time to come.

Nevertheless, transistors are definitely here to stay in color as well
as monochrome receivers. Because
of this, it behooves all technicians
to become familiar with the techniques involved in troubleshooting
receivers using solid-state devices.
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There Are Similarities
A vacuum tube may be used in
three basic circuit arrangements:
common cathode, grounded grid
and cathode follower. Likewise, a
transistor may be used in three analogous circuits: common emitter,
common base and emitter follower
(or common collector), respectively.

These basic layouts are shown in
Fig. 1.
The circuits in Fig. 1A show the
most comm on configuration for
both tubes and transistors, common

cathode and common emitter. In
this circuit, the input controls the
current which flows from ground to

B+, and the output is developed
across the plate (or collector) load
resistor.

In Fig. 1B, the output still is developed across the plate (collector)
load resistor, but the point of signal
injection is the cathode or emitter.
The third possible configuration
is shown in Fig. 1C. Here the input

is the same as in Fig. 1A, but the

sistor, no useful current can flow in

the device until the base is made
positive with respect to the emitter.
(To avoid confusion, PNP transistors will be ignored since operation

similar except for reversed polarities.) The exact amount of posis

itive base bias

required

varies

slightly for various transistors but it

is about .3 volt for a germanium
transistor and .7 volt for silicon
transistors. These values are known
as the barrier voltage, and until this
barrier voltage is overcome by the
bias, the transistor remains cut off.

Furthermore, the bias voltage
cannot be increased above the con-

duction point because attempts to
increase it will simply increase the
emitter -to -base current. This is more

fully explained by the circuit and
tabulation in Fig. 2. Actually, the
base voltage will rise very slightly
as the current is increased, because

the transistor leads and the semiconductor material do have some
resistance; however, this voltage rise

is hardly measurable with service -

shop equipment. The important
point, from the standpoint of serving, is that if the voltage from emitter to base is very much different
from .3 volt for a germanium device or .7 volt for a silicon transistor, the device is not functioning
properly.

Unfortunately, some service data
being published indicate the typical
voltages

of the emitter and base

with respect to ground, but not with
respect to each other. These can be
misleading because the accumulated
errors in measurement often exceed
the tolerance of the base -to -emitter

voltage drop. The example in Fig.
3 was not taken from any particular publication; however, it is representative of the type of discrepancy which can occur. According to

the call -outs, the emitter and base
voltages are 0.3 volt and 0.9 volt,

respectively; but this indicates a
base - to - emitter voltage of .6 volt,
which is too great for a germanium
device and not enough for a silicon
transistor.
These errors may be the result of
a number of things: meter inaccuracy, changing scales to read the two
voltages, "rounding off" the values,
etc. Rather than waste time on speculation, simply measure the voltages

about the same. If there is collector leakage, it will cause a drop
across R3, reducing the collector
voltage. If, for example, the base

and R3 will produce slightly less

than 0.5 volt at the base of 01,
which is not enough to bias 01 into

conduction. If the value of R1

are

should drop to 1,000 ohms, the re-

shorted together with a jumper, 01

sult would be the same. In either
case, the emitter voltage would be

and emitter of Q1 in

Fig.

3

should not conduct and the cur-

near zero and the base voltage

rents through R2 and R3 should be
small and equal. Computed using
Ohm's law, this current is about 0.5
ma and the voltage drop across R3
is about 5 volts, making the collector potential about 25 volts. If the
collector voltage is much lower than

would be abnormally low, but the
collector voltage would be almost
the same as the supply voltage.
On the other hand, if R2 should
decrease in value, the base voltage

this, there is probably collector leakage current.
Obviously, if the collector remains

to -emitter voltage would remain
nearly normal. The emitter current
would increase, raising the emitter

at about 25 volts when the jumper

voltage; however, the base voltage
still must be equal to emitter voltage, plus the barrier -voltage drop in
the transistor.

is removed, the transistor is not con-

ducting. Either the device is open
or the bias supplied by R1 and R2
is incorrect. For instance, if R2 of
Fig. 3 increases in value to 200K
ohms, the divider action of R1, R2

B+

would tend to increase, but the base -

Circuits With Feedback Loops

In many instances, two or more

6+

13+

OUTPUT

INPUT

INPUT

at the collector, emitter and base,
and draw your own conclusions. If

INPUT

OUTPUT

the emitter -to -base voltage is about
.7 volt (.3 volt for a germanium de-

vice) and the collector voltage is
within 20% of the specified value,
it is safe to assume that the device
is working.

If

the transistor

is

B+

B

shorted, the current through the de-

vice probably will be many times
greater than normal, reducing the
collector voltage to near zero; if it
is open, the collector voltage will be

OUTPUT

INPUT

INPUT

near B+.
A leaky transistor can be de-

INPUT

tected, in most cases, by cutting off
the emitter -base junction and observing collector current. Any transistor should cut off if the base and
emitter are shorted together; so,

short these leads and measure the
collector voltage. If the device is
truly cut off, there will be no cur-

rent through R3 (Fig. 3) and the
collector voltage and B+ will be

(Al

(B)

OUTPUT

IC)

Fig. 1 Basic tube and transistor configurations. A.) Common cathode and common
emitter. B.) Grounded grid and common base. C.) Cathode follower and emitter
follower.
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amplifier stages may be stabilized
by a feedback loop as shown in Fig
4. Q1 is an emitter follower which
matches a high -impedance source to
the low input impedance of Q2. The
bias stabilizing network, consisting

of R2, Cl and R4, counteracts

changes in transistor current which
could be caused by such things as
variations in beta, temperature -

caused changes in transistor con-

duction, variations in resistance
values at the time of manufacture

and long-time drifts in resistance

values. For example, a slight increase in the value of R1 would increase the base voltage of 01. This
would cause the emitter current to
increase, increasing the base current
of Q2. As a result, the emitter and
collector currents of 02 would increase several times (depending on
the transistor beta).

If it were not for the bias feedback, this change in the collector
current of Q2 could be so great that
the collector voltage would drop

excessively, causing the stage to saturate on signal peaks. However, the

reduced collector voltage of Q2 is
fed back to the base of Q1 via R4
and R2. This counteracts the original tendency of the base of Q1 to
swing positive.

In checking these two stages, it
is very possible that a transistor may

be damaged, since anything which

affects the bias on one stage may
affect the bias on the other, perhaps radically. If you short the base
and emitter of 01, the base voltage

of Q2 will tend to increase by the

+10
VOLTS

amount of the barrier voltage of 01
(0.7 volt); however, the feedback

loop immediately will reduce the
voltage at the junction of R1 and
R2 by a like amount. As a result,
nothing in the circuit will change
very much and no damage is likely.
On the other hand, suppose you
short the base of Q2 to its emitter.
Now 02 is cut off and the collector

voltage rises nearly to B + . This
causes the voltage at the base of Q1

to rise sharply, and both the base
and collector currents will rise. If
R6 and R3 are sufficiently large,
they will limit the currents in Q1
to safe values-but don't bet on it!

helpful in many circuits, but es-

pecially in circuits which are normally conducting at all times( class
"A" bias). However, in a television
receiver several circuits may be cut
off during a large part of their
cycle of operation. The sync separator, AGC keyer and burst amplifier are three examples.
Fig.

5 shows one type of sync

separator. The transistor in this example cannot conduct because there

is no forward bias on the base. If
a VTVM is connected to the base,
it will read zero volts if no signal is
applied. Obviously, some different
testing techniques are required.

Remember, R3 was designed to de-

Collector leakage can be dis-

velop 3 volts with the currents of

covered by metering the collector

both transistors passing through it,
and the normal current of 02 prob-

voltage with no signal applied
(ground the base to be sure). If

ably is 10 times greater than the

there are no DC paths to ground in
the load circuit, the collector voltage should equal B+. The two tran-

current of Ql. Now 01 must pass
10 times its normal current just to
develop 3 volts of emitter bias. But
the base voltage of 01 has been increased by the rise in collector voltage at Q2, causing even more current through the emitter -base junction of 01. The result: no more 01.

The lesson to be learned from
this example is simple: Do not short
transistors inside a feedback loop. If
you want to check Q2 for leakage,

open the connection between the
emitter of 01 and the base of 02.
This will cause 02 to cut off, since
there is no longer any forward bias
on the base.

Circuits Operating Class B or C
The techniques just discussed are

sistor junctions can be "diode

checked" with an ohmmeter by ob-

serving the amount of resistance
measured from base to emitter and
from base to collector. With the
positive meter lead connected to the
base of the NPN device, the resistance should be low; with the leads
reversed, it should be very high. The

opposite is true of a PNP transistor. Of course, an in -circuit transistor tester also may be used.
Scope Tests

It has been proven many times
that a scope is the most versatile
instrument in the repair shop. Nevertheless, there are still many tech-

nicians who are reluctant to use
their scopes to the full extent of its
capabilities. How much simpler to
merely check the input and output

of a circuit to determine if

B+

RI

BASE CURRENT

BASE VOLTAGE

49K

0

0.2 (CUTOFF)

0

0.67 (CUTOFF)

14K
13K

15.4 µA

0.7

12K

58.3µA

0.7

10K

.23 mA

0.7

5K

1.16 mA

0.7

1K

8.6 mA

0.7

it is

working. Consider the circuit of Fig.

5, for example. Even if no waveforms are supplied in the service
data, it should not be difficult to
scope this circuit. Since the transistor is an NPN type, we know
immediately that the base must be
more positive than the emitter to
make it conduct. Since there is no
bias source for the base, other than
the signal, the signal must be posi-

Fig. 2 Base current as a function of bias.
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tive going.

30V

10K

SIGNAL
OUTPUT

SIGNAL

From our basic knowledge of how

output of the delay -line, and only a
few millivolts will be present at the
transistor emitter. If a sizeable signal should be present at the emitter,
it would indicate either that the
transistor was open, that it was

INPUT

a TV receiver works, we know that

the normal input to a sync separator is composite video. Since the
transistor is NPN, this video must
be positive. The next step is to determine how much signal should be
expected at the base of the transis-

tor. A review of our electronics
knowledge will help to estimate the
signal level. There is no emitter re-

Fig. 3 Example of a transistorized amplifier.

Notes on Substitution

An attempt to compile any type

sistor in Fig. 5, so the input impedance of the transistor will be very

reaches 3.2 to 3.7 volts, assuming

low when it is conducting. But,

Because the input impedance of
Q1 suddenly drops to nearly zero

each time the device conducts, CI
charges. As a result, the DC level
on Q1 will be a negative potential
with an amplitude only slightly less
than the peak -to -peak amplitude of
the signal. For example, if the peak to -peak amplitude of the composite

video (white level to sync tip) is 4
volts at the point where it is taken

biased into cutoff, or that the bypass capacitor was open.

a .7 -volt barrier potential.

when it begins conduction, the volt-

age at the base can rise only to the
value required to cause base current
to flow. Beyond this point, base cur-

rent will increase rapidly, but the
base voltage is clamped to a positive value of .7 volt. Accordingly,

of fool -proof transistor substitution

manual is met with almost insur-

mountable difficulties. For one
thing, new types of transistors, each
designed for a specific application,
are being introduced each day. An-

other reason is that tolerances in
transistors are very broad in many
instances and, also, the tolerances
of different types may overlap. For
example, one type may have a speci-

fied beta of from 25 to 50 and an-

from the video -amplifier circuit and

the waveform at the base will indicate that the sync pulses are clipped,

routed to the sync separator, the

as indeed they are.

While these two transistors might be

bias must be large enough to keep
the transistor cut off at all times
except when the sync pulse is present. If the black -video, or blanking,

level of our assumed signal
volts (3/4 of the total amplitude),
we should expect a bias voltage of
about -2.5 to -3 volts, since the
signal must exceed the sum of the
bias and the barrier voltage before
is 3

conduction can begin. This point is
reached when the signal amplitude

Another departure from what is
normal in a tube -type amplifier is
illustrated in Fig. 6. This particular
circuit has been used to follow the
video delay line because it allows
an excellent impedance match. In
this configuration, the input impedance of the transistor is practically
zero at all times because it is never
biased into cutoff. As a result, the
resistance of RI drops practically
all the signal voltage present at the

other may "spec" from 30 to 55.
interchangeable in a certain circuit
90% of the time, in some instances
performance would be degraded. Be-

cause of this, equipment manufacturers often are reluctant to suggest
that one transistor type may be substituted for another, even though

we often may observe that they are
interchangeable. Coupled with all
these problems is the fact that there
simply are so many transistors and
many of them bear only the manufacturer's number.

To be sure of optimum performance, it is best to replace defective

transistors only with like types or
+.30V

approved substitutes.

+30V

Unfortunately, Mr. Smith, the

is not interested
in all these problems. He wants to

typical customer,

see the big game tomorrow-he
SIGNAL
OUTPUT

HIGH -IMPEDANCE
SIGNAL
INPUT

does not want to hear about a lot of

problems. Mr. Smith's set is a
"Brand X" and the second video

44V

amplifier transistor (NPN type) is
shorted. The parts house closes at
5:30 on Friday and it's 6:00 now.

dig into the bench stock of
transistors to see what can be

So,

T

found.

As might be expected, neither the

correct type nor a recommended
substitute is in stock, but there arc
Fig. 4 Two -stage amplifier with feed -back bias stabilization.

some NPN transistors that work in
July, 1969/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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an audio amplifier with the same
B+ voltage as this TV. So far, so
good. How about signal levels? The

data for the audio amplifier shows
that the transistor under consideration is used to drive the output circuit, so it should handle several volts
of video signal. The collector -load
resistors are about the same in both

circuits-another good omen.
After this "boot -leg" transistor is

installed and the set is turned on,

the picture appears normal, but
there is a slight loss of detail. However, turning the peaking control all
the way up produces an acceptable

picture. Probably, the transistor
which was installed doesn't have
quite the frequency response of the
original, but Mr. Smith will be satis-

fied, nevertheless. As a final precaution, let the instrument run a
few hours before delivery. This is a
good idea in anv case.

Undoubtedly, not all attempts to
substitute transistors will be so suc-

cessful. On the other hand, not a
great amount of time will be lost if
the experiment is a failure. And
even if an occasional transistor is
ruined, the monetary loss is prob-

REBUILD

YOUR OWN
PICTURE TUBES?

ably not too great. Adhering to the
following "ground rules" will help
keep these losses to a minimum:
1. NPN and PNP transistors can
never be interchanged. In the circuit, a PNP transistor has its collector connected to a less positive
source than its emitter; NPN
types require that the collector be
more positive than the emitter and

negative lead to either of the

Requires only 4x8 ft. of space.

r Lakeside Industries
5234 N. Clark St.
Chicago. III. 60640

Phone: 312-465-2881
Free demonstration appointment

Send me more information

Name

Address

City

State
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.01
mfd

1 MEG =

Fig. 5 A simplified sync separator.

NPN, the meter will indicate low
resistance; if it is PNP, the reading will be high.

2. Many substitutions are "one
way." A video -amplifier transis-

\

I DEO

OUTPUT

tor may substitute in an audio amplifier circuit, but the audio
device may not work in the video
amplifier.

3. A device which operates in a
circuit which has a relatively high
supply voltage probably will work
in

a circuit which has a lower

supply voltage.
4. If the normal peak -to -peak signal levels in two different circuits

are about the same, the transistors are more likely to be interchangeable.

5. The more nearly alike two cir-

cuits happen to be, the

more

probable it is that the transistors
can be interchanged.
6. Transistors used in pulsed applications are usually more rug-

very likely to result in early

failure.

7. Oscillator transistors are more
difficult to substitute because the
internal capacitance may have a
large effect on frequency. With
some substitute transistors, it may

be impossible to tune the oscillator to the correct frequency.
Summary
Popular opinion to the contrary,
transistor circuits are no more diffi-

cult to service, merely different.
Bear in mind that the greatest difference is that the input impedance
of a common cathode vacuum -tube
circuit is high regardless of whether

the tube is conducting or cut off;
Circle 15 on literature card

PULSES

other elements. If the device is

is

Your cost to rebuild black and white;1.50
Your cost to rebuild Color-$5.80
For complete details, mail coupon.

SYNC

Cl

the circuit, check for type by con-

necting the positive lead of the
ohmmeter to the base and the

video amplifiers. For example, a
horizontal -output transistor may
operate very well as an audio amplifier; but the reverse application

EASY TO OPERATE!

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE
COMPOSITE
VIDEO

base. With the transistor out of

ged than those used in audio or

With Lakeside Industries precision equipment, you can rebuild any picture tube!

+30V

Fig. 6 A common -base video amplifier.

but a common emitter transistor circuit has high input impedance when
it is cut off and low impedance when
it is conducting. This causes the input waveforms to be radically modified in many cases.

A characteristic of transistors is
that the beta remains substantially
the same, regardless of age. Tubes

"wear out" or lose the ability to
amplify after a period of time; transistors do not. Since their mode of
failure is different from that of a
tube, the troubleshooting techniques

for transistors are different. Tubes
must be tested (or substituted) to
determine their ability to amplify;

transistors normally need to be
tested only for shorts, opens and
leakage. This usually may be done
in the circuit by observing either the
signal waveforms or the voltages on
the elements of the transistor.

A transistor substitution manual
is a practical necessity for efficient
servicing, but many unlisted substitutions are possible. If a few simple,
logical guidelines are followed, the
"awaiting -parts" area of the shop
can be reduced to a minimum, leav-

ing behind extra cash in the tilland happy customers.

signals, and permits direct viewing
of the low-level outputs of industrial and medical measurement devices. The 572 can be converted to

tesimikal
notes on analysis of test
instruments, their operation
and applications

1M

til

a conventional single beam scope by
means of a front -panel control.

X -Y Oscilloscope with 7" CRT

A new X -Y oscilloscope with
matched amplifiers and a 7 -inch
display tube has been announced
by Data Instruments Division.
The new scope, the Model 572,

2,41 200% 20%

The precision of the Model 572
is achieved by the use of matched

3M 3005 305

amplifiers and balanced attenuators

171

for each axis, and is enhanced by
the large CRT-a 7 -inch flat -faced
tube with a 10 x 12 cm. display.
The unit has a sensitivity of better than 20 my/cm. over a bandwidth of 600 KHz. A 5% calibrator
is built into the instrument to standardize time and voltage. All amplifiers are solid-state and fully compensated for optimum response, and
the four -step attenuator is provided

with a variable trimmer for frequency compensation.

The unit measures

inches

91/2

wide by 131/2 inches deep and
is priced at $566.00.
Circle 29 on literature card

is designed for educational, laboratory and servicing applications. It
is capable of accurate phase comparison and measurement involving
Lissajou functions and differential

1110511)V.

Resistance Substitution Unit
This hand -size Resistance Substi-

tution Unit from Phipps & Bird,
Inc., can be used as a decade resis-

til

)

tO

.t;---;;

400% 40%

35

45

to
100

AC.

50

%,

1117.111
tor,

as a voltage divider or as a

substitute resistor.
Model 236 provides seven decade
ranges from 1 to 1,111,110 ohms
in 1 -ohm steps. All resistors em-

ployed in the unit are .5 watt and
are rated at 1% tolerance. The unit
is housed in a shielded aluminum
case that measures 4" x 6" x 11/2".
Price is $48.00.
Circle 30 on literature card

Seco

Tube Tester
introduces its Model 88A

tube tester which tests both color
and b -w picture tubes. It also evalu-

THE BEST COLOR ANTENNAS FOR ALL AREAS!
UHF
VHF

ONLY RMS ANTENNAS FEATURE
REYNOLDS ALUMINUM COLORWELD
THE MOST DURABLE GOLD FINISH!

FM
Universal 75.300 ohm Matching
Transformers for every home, mas
ter antenna, and CCTV installation
need!

MO.417111
"Secure -Lock" Gold Masts. Heavy
gauge steel. With swaged end and
"Secure -Lock." Economical "Lock
Seam" masts also available!

1. "STP" SUPER TRANS POWER'D ANTENNAS add mileage to

VHF tv reception. 6 Power -packed antenna models for all
voiliTuawasszastraimmamnannwr
14 20 25 35

50

10 83

areas!
R.

UHF Converters. New CR-800 has
30db Gain! Solid-state with powerful
amplifier and Local 'Distant Switch
for all areas! Complete range of
economical and performance proven
models!

Indoor Antennas ...top of the set,
behind the set, and replacement
rods.

2. "DYN" DYNERGY UHF/VHF/FM ANTENNAS utilize a single
down -lead for economical, simple installation. 6 performance
proven models for all areas!

3. "DF" DIRECTION -FINDER UHF/VHF/FM ANTENNAS trap
UHF and VHF signals coming from two different directions
for maximum reception. Single down -lead for economical
installation! 10 models for every reception need in any area!

RMS

Write for complete Catalog.

ELECTRONICS, INC.

50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N. Y. 10462

Circle 16 on literature card
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the power supplies will not be dam-

aged even if connected to an ex-

Listen!

ternal short circuit. An overload indicator lamp on the front panel begins to glow when the current level
approaches 200 milliamps and glows
brighter if the current exceeds 200
milliamps.
A negative -feedback regulator cir-

cuit maintains a constant output
voltage with low ripple regardless
of varying line voltage or load resistance, according to the manufacturer.

The right
connections can

save you money!
. . . every time you make
a connection with Jensen's
8 -inch Commercial Sound

loudspeakers. The exclusive
KWIKON® instant connectors

and a pre -attached transformer save better than 50
per unit in installation cost!

That's the built-in savings
you get with Jensen.

For example, with the
Jensen K-950 coaxial loudspeaker you need only half

as many units to deliver
smooth, dynamic sound.
The K -950's 110° coverage

angle and exceptional fre-

quency range provide
approximately twice the
coverage area of an average
8 -inch speaker.

ates all other popular tubes including novars, nuvistors, 10 -pin types,
compactrons, decals and magnovals.
Test voltages do not exceed 25V
DC or 22V AC; current is comparably low.

The unit utilizes Seco's Patented

Grid Circuit Test to make up to
eleven simultaneous checks for
leaks, shorts and grid emission or

current reversal, as well as tube
merit and filament continuity tests.
The unit weighs 6 lbs. and sells
for $89.50 with the CRT adapters;
$5.00 less without the adapters.
Circle 31 on literature card

by RCA Electronic Components.
Models WP -700A and WP -702A
are identical except that Model WP -

702A is a dual unit, with separate
controls, output terminals and meters for each section. The two sections of the WP -702A are electrically isolated from each other.
The output voltage of both units
is continuously adjustable from 0

supply.

Model WP -700A measures 4" x

61/2" x 3", weighs 3 lbs., 10 ozs.
and is priced at $87.00.
Circle 32 on literature card

ELECTRONIC SERVICING

.

.

.

the country's only magazine
devoted 100% to the

industry .

. .

Who needs a tuner
wash? Save your
money and use

QUIETROLE
The product that cleans while it
lubricates. Zero effect on capacity

and resistance. Harmless to plas-

Commercial Sound 8 -inch

tics and metals. Keeps color and

loudspeaker models to

black and white on the beam.

. your right
connection to save money.
. .

Jensen
Jensen Manufacturing Division, The Muter Company

5655 West 73rd Street. Chicago, Illinois 60638

Be sure to ask
"What Else Needs Fixing?"
Circle 17 on literature card
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unit: +DC, -DC and GND. The
circuit under test can be connected
to the power -line ground through
the "GND" terminal on the power

ELECTRONIC SERVICING

Regulated Solid -State
Power Supplies
Two bench -type, regulated DC
power supplies have been announced

There are 40 different
choose from

Three five -way output terminals
are provided on the faceplate of each

ELECTRONIC SERVICING/July, 1969

Non-flammable.

to 20 volts, with a load capability
up to 200 milliamps. Either output
voltage or current can be read on
the meter, depending on the setting

of the slide -type meter function
switch.

The circuitry of the units automatically limit the overload current
to prevent damage to the power supply. According to the manufacturer,

manufactured by

QUIETROLE co.
Spartanburg, South Carolina

Circle 18 on literature card

antenna systems
NIED1
MATV Distribution

Amplifier Kits
The development of four MATV
distribution amplifier kits has been
announced by Mosley Electronics,
Inc. Each kit contains in one package all the components necessary
for a two -outlet, amplified TV dis-

coax include two wall taps and two
matching transformers; the kits de-

signed for twin -lead contain two
wall plates and a coupler. Each kit

E
-JO

also contains all the necessary
mounting hardware and installation
instructions that offer suggestions
about system planning and provide
simple block diagrams of systems
with the coax loss figured.

MMeN.{

!MN

Models and corresponding prices
are:

Model AMP -25/2 for RG-59/V
coax, $128.72.
Model AMP -25/62 for BC -6/V

which has been gold alodized to re-

coax, $128.72.
Model AMP -25/T2 for flat 300 ohm twin -lead, $104.33.

tween VHF/FM only or UHF/

Model AMP-25/BL2 for encap-

sulated or shielded twin -lead,
$108.05.
Circle 33 on literature card

sist corrosion.

They offer the user a choice be-

VHF/FM, and a choice between
twinlead or coaxial cable.

The model numbers are: PM 600K, PM613K, PM682K and they
range in price from $9.50 to $23.75.
Circle 34 on literature card

Antenna Mounting Kits

"Multi -Set" Antenna Rotator

A new line of TV antenna mounting kits has been introduced by JFD

A "multi -set" antenna -rotor sys-

tem has been announced by The

tribution system, including a broadband 25 -dB amplifier designed to

Electronics Corp.

handle up to six additional outlets
if a larger system is desired.
The kits designed for use with

mount and a 5 -foot 11/4" O.D. mast.

Inc.

The tri-mount is adjustable and is
made of light, rugged aluminum

Designated Model T-45 "TennaRotor," it reportedly is the first an -

All kits have a universal tri-

Alliance Manufacturing Company,

"Royal Crest''Tubes...

with unrivaled dependability
Zenith "Royal Crest" replacement circuit tubes are

engineered to the same exacting standards as
original Zenith circuit tubes in new sets. With the
same unrivaled dependability and "new set"
performance.

Zenith "Royal Crest" circuit tubes are
life -tested under actual operating conditions
for more than 1,500,000 hours every month!
The "Royal Crest" line is broad and
comprehensive. Over 900 different types, all built
to Zenith rigid quality standards.
Insist on Zenith quality. Choose Zenith's "Royal
Crest" circuit tubes and assure customer satisfaction.
EXCITING SURPRISES FOR YOU-and your family!
Get the details at your Zenith Distributor's Parts Department.
Why not sell the best

MoorZenith

o.

FAWN

The quality goes in
before the name goes on

Circle 19 on literature curd
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tenna rotator which can be operated by two or up to five controls
located in different areas of the

The system's control units are
styled in walnut -toned, phenolic
plastic. A finger -pressure control bar

home, while showing antenna direction on all controls simultaneously.
Complete antenna control is possi-

directs rotation of the antenna
through 360 degrees, at one r.p.m.

Price is $39.95 for the rotor and
one control. Extra controls are

ble from any control unit in the
system.

Heart of the T-45 "Tenna-Rotor"
is a five -wire circuit unaffected by
motor current, cable length and line voltage variations. The rigid offset
rotator unit is weatherproof and
will turn the largest color antennas

in winds of 90 miles per hour or

$21.25 each.
more, according to the manufacturer.

The unit is housed in a ribbed
die-cast zinc housing, and all exposed metal parts are of stainless
steel or other corrosion -resistant materials.

Circle 35 on literature card

MATV Line Extenders

The Systems Division of JFD
Electronics Corp. has introduced a
new series of cable -powered "Line
Stretchers" for Master Antenna TV
(MATV) Systems. Their function

to reamplify the TV signal at
the end of a long trunkline, thus
extending the trunkline to handle
is

additional TV outlets.
The Line Stretcher is solid-state
and requires no AC power source;
it receives power from the head -end

JFD

SMOOTHLINE
VHF LINE
STRETCHER

/""-----

MOO. SL -6300

OUT

amplifier over the same coaxial cable that carries the TV signal.
There are four models available
in the Line Stretcher series: Model
New Silent Partner Model 162
FET Transistor Analyst... Fastest
Method of Checking Transistors

In-Circuit/Out-Of-Circuit.
B&K has done it again! We've made
the ins and outs of transistor analysis
the fastest, most streamlined operations ever.

Now, for the first time, you can accurately check both bi-polar and FET
transistors in -circuit or out -of -circuit,

using the same simple testing pro-

cedure. It's like having an entire elec-

tronics laboratory in one compact
package!

The Model 162 checks DC Beta from

1 to 5,000! Gm readings to 50,000

umhos. It checks FET's for Gm, loss,
and I oss leakage. And tests gates 1
and 2 separately. Regular transistors
are checked for Beta gain, law, ICES
and Iced leakage. Unique DC injection
provides more accurate in -circuit tests
in low -impedance circuits. A flick of

the switch tells you if an unknown

transistor is NPN or PNP type. Special

safety circuits protect the Model 162
from internal damage even if wrong
settings or leads are used.
All this comes complete with a concealed -handle compartment with stor-

includes a 6 -dB gain -control
range. Model SL6310 is basically
it

a VHF line extender, providing
12dB of gain across the VHF spectrum and passing VHF. Model SL -

Why not contact your nearest B&K
distributor for complete details on

6311 is similar to Model SL6310
except that it includes a 6 -dB gain

clusive step-by-step instructions.

how the 162 can show you the ins and

outs of transistor servicing. In time
and work saved, the Silent Partner

Model 162 will be a real profit booster!
FET Transistor Analyst
Model #162. Net: ;99.95.
Product of Dynascan Corporation
1801 W. Belle Plaine
Chicago, Illinois 60613

Circle 20 on literature card
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3 to 6.5dB of gain for VHF signals.
Model SL6301 is similar except that

age and protection for test leads. A
flip -top, programmed guide speeds
and simplifies testing with B&K's ex-

B&K puts an end to test equipment.
We've developed Silent Partners.
38

SL6300 provides 13.5dB of gain
for all VHF and FM signals and

control.

VHF and UHF models can be
cascaded to provide 82 -channel amplification. Size is 2 5/16" x 2

5/16" x 11/2".

Line Stretchers without gain controls sell

for $37.50, and those

with gain controls list for $47.50.
Circle 36 on literature card

Troubleshooting the
Mechanics of Tape Recorders
Operation, Measurements, Troubleshooting, Lubrication
Since the electronic section in a
tape recorder presents little difficulty to the experienced technician,
this article will cover the common
mechanical problems that occur in
both mono and stereo tape record-

by Robert G. Middleton

Although few technicians are
tape -recorder specialists, this field

can be a substantial source of sup-

ers. Trouble symptoms, their evaluation and localization, and pertinent

plementary income to many TV and
radio shops.

RECORDING HEAD AND
CAPSTAN HOUSING

SPEED CHANGE KNOB

THREADING
SLOT
RECORD

-SAFETY LOCK

0.-11-1 OUTPUT JACK

INDICATOR

\\ ON -OFF TONE
CONTROL

INPUT { MIKE
JACKS

PHONO

VOLUME CONTROL

must not be lubricated.

General Considerations

A comparatively simple type of
recorder is shown in Fig. 1. The
tape is coated on one side and must

be threaded with the glossy side
facing the controls. The feed and
TAKE-UP REEL

VOLUME LEVEL

repair procedures will be discussed.

In addition, this article will point
out the parts and areas of tape recorders that require cleaning and
lubrication, as well as those that

IA

I

CONTROLS:

reel spindles both must rotate freely

during certain operations and pro-

vide back tension during others,
while permitting high-speed rotation

during rewind. All rotating shafts
are

suitably controlled by a system

of clutches and brakes to enable
rapid changes in tape direction and
speed, while providing proper tension to avoid tape slack. In normal
operation, the tape is transported at
a precise speed through the recording -head and capstan housing.

RECORD

FAST FORWARD

Fig. 2 shows the top view of a

STOP
REWIND

typical motorboard. The motorboard

comprises the primary mechanical

PLAY

mechanism of a recorder. This
Fig. 1 Typical two -speed recorder with principal features indicated.

mechanism transports the tape past
the magnetic heads and winds it on

COATED SIDE OF TAPE
CAPSTAN
IDLER

1\
PRESSURE PLAYBAC
ROLLER

IDLER

PULLEY

Fig. 2 Top view of a motorboard showing major components.

Fig. 3 Modern stereo recording head.
July, 1969/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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the tensions exerted by the feed and
take-up reels. If an idler becomes
defective, a "wow" or "flutter" trouble symptom can result. Although
three heads are depicted in the ex-

ample of Fig. 2, many recorders

employ only two heads, one for both

recording and playback and the
other for erasure. The tape must be
transported with adequate pressure
against the heads; otherwise, the

sound will be weak or distorted. A
typical recording head is illustrated
in Fig. 3.

"Wow" can also be caused by
foreign matter or traces of oil on the
capstan. Recorder service data often

recommends alcohol as a suitable
Fig. 4 New pressure pad compared to worn pad.

a take-up reel. If the pressure roller

does not exert sufficient force on
the tape and capstan, the tape may
not move at all or may move erratically. The motorboard mechanism also provides rewind and fastforward functions. Abnormal clutch

and/or brake action can impair
these functions and may cause tape
spillage or breakage. Note that the

fast -forward and rewind functions
permit rapid location of any desired

portion of a recording on the corresponding interval of the tape.
The idlers in Fig. 2 provide a
rapid -action tension compensation

so that a constant tape tension is
maintained at the capstan and pres-

sure roller. That is, an idler
"smooths out" any fluctuations in

cleaning solvent. In the case of weak

or distorted sound, first check to
see if the tape is moving in close
contact with the heads. Some recorders use pressure pads to insure
adequate tape pressure against the

heads. The use of a pressure pad
is shown in Fig. 4. Worn or matted
pads should be replaced; also check
to see if the pad spring is weak or
broken. The service data may spec-

ify a normal operating pressure,
such as

13/4

1/2

oz., measured

with a spring scale (illustrated in
Fig. 5). An adjustment screw may
be provided for increasing the pull
of a weak spring.
The rubber -tired pressure roller,
which holds the tape by spring tension against the capstan, normally

Fig. 5 A spring
scale, which measures forces up to
8 ounces, for mak-

exerts considerable pressure. For

ror""3111111111M

ing torque and
pressure measure-

7"7111,1**

ments.

example, the service data may specify a pressure in the range from 1 to
5 lbs. To measure the spring force,
a calibrated spring scale with a suitable range is hooked over the roller,

and the force required to draw the
roller back is observed. A weak
spring must be replaced. Or, if a
new spring exerts too much force,
it can be stretched as required. Tension adjustment screws are the exception rather than the rule.
Torque Measurements
As noted previously, correct tape

tension is necessary for normal
transport, and tension is evaluated in
terms of torque, as depicted in Fig.
6. In a typical example, the take-up

torque specified for the record and
play functions is from 21/2 to 31/2
oz. measured 3 inches from the cen-

ter of the take-up reel. The fast Fig. 6 Illustration of twisting force called

Fig. 7 A typical tape strobe for mea-

torque.

suring speed.

40
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forward torque is specified at 41/2
oz., minimum, measured 3 inches
from the center of the take-up reel.

SPACER RING

SPRING

zzt/z/z/z/z/A

54

54

53

53

60

61

HAIR PIN RETAINER CLIP

Fig. 8 A tape guide with a stop control pin assembly.

134

134

58

57

58
TERMINAL LUGS

102

102

COIL

59
56
56

POLE PIECES
55

GAPS

Fig. 10 Detail of typical erase (A) and record (B) heads.

Fig. 9 Exploded view of a typical head assembly.

The most common cause of trouble
is contamination of belts, pulleys,

6. To measure the hold -back

illustrated in Fig. 7. A deluxe recorder may have a built-in strobe
disk and 60 -Hz lamp. A tape strobe
is held against the moving tape, and
the segmented circles are observed
under a 60 -Hz neon or fluorescent
lamp. If more than one operating
speed is provided, check each of
the speeds. The segments in the associated circle will appear to stand
still if the tape speed is correct. On
the other hand, if the segments ap-

torque, place the measuring hub on

pear to rotate clockwise, the tape

friction surfaces or bearings. In a

the supply spindle. Wind the hub
with the full length of string and

is moving too fast. Conversely, ap-

attach the spring scale. Do not start
the recorder; instead, pull the scale
back from the hub slowly and read

dicates that the tape is moving too
slowly (linear motion of tape from

Also, in this example, the rewind
torque is specified at 5 oz., mini-

long is required, with a loop tied in

mum, when measured 3 inches from
the center of the rewind reel. Other

one end.
3. The take-up torque is measured
on the driven reel; hold -back torque

manufacturers specify different

is measured on the supply reel.

torque values.
Note that the spring scale pointer
should remain steady in each of the
foregoing tests. If the torque fluctuates appreciably, a transport -mechanism trouble symptom is indicated.

4. Wind a few turns of string
around the driven hub; hook the
spring scale into the loop at the

typical situation, the torque exerted
by a belt -type clutch would be mea-

sured with a 0-8 oz. spring scale.
Proceed as follows:

1. Either a standard plastic reel

end of the string.

5. Start the recorder and observe
the scale reading.

parent counter -clockwise rotation inleft to right).

A few recorders provide a main-

the scale while the string is being

tenance control for adjustment of

or a measuring hub may be employed. If the hub diameter is ex-

unwound.

actly 2 inches, the spring scale will
read directly in ounces per inch.
Reels with smaller hubs can be
brought up to 2 inches by winding

be your guide to specific torque

is

values and torque -measuring procedures. Only experienced technicians

fore, if the tape speed is appreciably

sufficient tape on the hub. On the
other hand, if the hub is greater
than 2 inches in diameter, multiply

various types of recorders can safely
dispense with such pertinent service
data.

the spring -scale reading by the hub
radius to find the ounces of torque
per inch.

2. A piece of string 30 inches

The recorder service data should

who are absolutely familiar with

tape speed. However, no adjustment

provided in most units. There-

too fast or slow, look for a defect
in the tape -transport mechanism.

Measurement of tape sreed is ac-

Note that in the case of slow speed,
it is good practice to check the line
voltage. Most AC -operated recorders employ induction motors, which
have a certain amount of "slip". If
the line voltage is low, the amount

curately made with a tape strobe,

of "slip" increases. Defects in the

Speed Measurements

July, 1969/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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PHI LLI PS -HEAD SCREWDRIVER

MTG. STUD

STUD'

MTG.

TOP OF UPPER
TOP OF UPPER
ERASE ELEMENT

RECORD ELEMENT

TAPE

N.

-11M
N

NOT LESS THAN .020"

"WM.
BOTTOM ERASE
ELEMENT

ERASE HEAD

PLAY -RECORD HEAD

Fig. 12 Typical azimuth -adjusting screws.

Fig. 11 Proper head height location.

transport mechanism that can cause
tape -speed trouble symptoms will be
discussed later.

head should be inspected for excessive wear. Fig. 9 shows an exploded
view of a typical head assembly. The

Head Defects and
Associated Trouble Symptoms

guides during inspection, and tighten

tape guides (53) are secured by
mounting screws (54); check the

bolic face contours do not employ

pressure pads). Unless a head is
worn to the point that weakening
and distortion of the sound is noticeable, it

is not replaced, but

merely cleaned and its adjustment

Weakening and distortion of the

the screws if they have worked

checked.

sound signal can be caused by a
contaminated head. For example,

loose. In this example, two heads
are employed: a combination rec-

Depending upon the type of recorder, several adjustments may be

some of the oxide may wear off the

ord -play erase head (60) and a play

required

head (61). The lower parts are as-

correct relation with the tape; they

sociated with head azimuth and

are as follows:

tape and build up on the heads,
capstan and tape guides (Fig. 8

shows one form of tape guide). A
guide constrains the tape to travel
in line with the gaps in the magnetic heads. When oxide or other
contaminants build up on the head,
the tape does not make snug contact with the pole pieces, and the

height adjustments, which will be
explained later.

A slight grooving of the head
with a slight but uniform

face,

widening of the gap over its entire
length, indicates normal wear and
correct head position. Fig. 10 shows

first trouble symptom is loss of high
audio frequencies, followed by progressive weakening of the sound output and increase of the noise level.
Heads must be cleaned periodically with a soft cloth or cotton swab
moistened with an appropriate solvent; the service data might specify

the appearance of typical top and

alcohol or some specially formu-

be caused by pressure pads exerting
unequal forces. (Heads with hyper-

lated solvent. At the same time, the

bottom gaps. In case of doubt, it is

helpful to compare a worn head

to bring the heads into

1. Height adjustment.
2. Parallel positioning.
3. Azimuth adjustment.
4. Contact angle.
The chief adjustments are called

vertical alignment (or height) and
azimuth. As depicted in Fig. 11,
height refers to the position of the
tape with respect to the top and bottom of the head. Azimuth refers to

with a new head, using a magnifying glass. If the gap has worn more

the angle (tilt) of the sides of the
head (or gap) with respect to the

at the top than at the bottom, or

direction of tape travel. The service
data will call out the height adjust-

vice versa, the head may be out of
adjustment. Uneven wear can also

ment screws or nuts (if provided).
The azimuth angle is standardized at
90°. Precise positioning adjustments

BRAKE SLIDE HOLDS
HUBS ONLY WHEN CARTRIDGE
IS REMOVED FROM TRANSPORT
TA KEU P
HUB

TAPE WOUND
ON SUPPLY HUB

LOOP IN
TAPE

LOOP IN
TAPE
ACTUATOR
SPRING
(NORMA L

POSITION /

ACTUATOR

SPRING

(TRIPPED
POSITION/

TA PE GUIDES

TAPE GUIDES

Fig. 13 Design of conventional tape cartridge.
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are made with an AC VTVM and
a standard alignment tape (a tape
that provides a constant -level tone).

Observe the tape movement to see
if it tracks in the center of the head

face. In case of a tracking error,
the height is adjusted as specified in
the service data.

Next, it is advisable to check for

parallel positioning. Look at the
head from one side and sight along

its face to the capstan. If the surfaces are not parallel, adjust the
mounting screws as specified in the
service data. In simplified recorders,

necessary to bend the
mounting bracket slightly, as reit often is

quired. The erase head should also
be checked for parallelism. To proceed with the azimuth adjustment,
connect the AC VTVM to the out-

put jack or terminals and turn up
the volume control. The standard
alignment tape is put in motion and

the meter reading noted. The azimuth adjustment is then made for
maximum reading on the meter. Fig.
12 shows a typical arrangement for
the adjusting screws.
In the example of Fig. 12, the ad-

Fig. 14 Typical belt -drive clutch assembly.

justment screws provide control of
both azimuth and height. Several
minor peaks may be found on either
side of the maximum peak; there-

that the head assembly has been

fore, make certain that the true max-

contact angle is incorrect. Contact
angle refers to the axial rotational

imum peak has been obtained. If a

recorder has separate record and
playback heads, and the playback
head has been aligned previously,
you can align the record head by
using the output from the playback

head. If the recorder has separate
record and playback amplifiers, the
job is further simplified. Connect
the AC VTVM to the output of the
playback amplifier, with a 0.01-mfd
capacitor across the VTVM terminals to bypass any bias signal picked

up by the playback head. In the

is seldom encountered, it is possible
forcibly bent by accident so that the

angle of the head with respect to
the tape. If this angle is not zero
degrees, the tape might be contacted

replaced.

by only one edge of the gap (disengage the pressure pads to check
the contact angle). If no adjustment
is provided to correct a faulty con-

tact angle, the assembly must be
replaced.

attached to the motor shaft, the

from the turntable that holds the
take-up reel. This clutch provides

Fig. 13 shows the design of a typical
cartridge.

amplifier that has a low-level, high -

Belt -Drive Troubleshooting

gain input section. Connect the

Various forms of belt -drive systems are in wide use. A typical arrangement is shown in Fig. 14. The

Next, thread a blank tape on the
recorder and feed in a 10-KHz sig-

belts (51) and (52) may be of the

nal from an audio oscillator. The
signal level should be adjusted for

sive belt wear results in low or er-

about 0.1 -volt reading on the

VTVM. Then, adjust the azimuth
of the record head for maximum
meter reading. Although difficulty

of motorboard is illustrated in Fig.
15. Although the take-up drum is
driven at constant speed by a belt

After careful alignment, the re-

or otherwise defective cartridges.

amplifier.

As noted previously, the motor -

board is the primary operating
mechanism of a recorder. One type

cording and playback action is usually normal. Beginning technicians
should not be misled by badly worn

fier is used for both record and
playback; if so, feed the output from

VTVM leads to the output of the

faces as specified in the service data.

Be alert also for dry, scored or excessively worn bearings. If defective, the associated parts must be

majority of cases, the same ampli-

the playback head to an external

by oil, lint, grime or dust deposits
on pulleys (48) or (50). Therefore,
it is good practice to clean the sur-

rubber or composition types. Excesratic torque, as explained previously,

or the tape may not move at all;
defective belts must be replaced.
However, a new belt may not operate properly if it is contaminated

drum is separated (by a felt clutch)
friction by slipping so that the tape
is reeled up as fast as needed at the
time-not at full motor speed. Thus,
incorrect torque may be due to defective clutch parts instead of belt
defects. In some recorders, a clutch
adjustment is provided; otherwise,

the clutch assembly must be replaced. Careless lubrication can result in oil -soaked clutch felts, causing loss of torque.

Flywheel Drive
A flywheel is often mounted on
the capstan shaft to stabilize rotation. In turn, the motor drives the
July, 1969/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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MOTOR SHAFT

PRESSURE ROLLER
(DOES NOT TOUCH BELT)

BELT

PULLEY LEVER

BELT PULLEY

TAKE-UP
TURNTABLE

CAPSTAN

REWIND DRUM

CAPSTAN FLYWHEEL

IDLER

TAKE-UP
DRUM

IDLER LEVER

Fig. 15 Transport mechanism of a conventional tape recorder.

flywheel by a puck-, belt-, or direct -

drive arrangement. The drive system provides speed reduction.
In the puck -drive design, a friction disk is mounted at the flywheel
rim. For example, the flywheel may

be provided with a rubber tire and
driven by the motor shaft, as shown
in Fig. 16A.

Another method employs an intermediate puck to drive the flywheel, as shown in Fig. 16B. This
arrangement utilizes the typical
idler -wheel design shown in Fig. 17.
The center bearing of an idler wheel
is mounted on a plate. Regardless of

manufacturing variations, its primary functions are as follows:
1. To maintain a correct "wedge"
angle of the idler wheel between the

flywheel rim and the motor pulley;
the correct "wedge" angle will exert
adequate traction without causing

3. To maintain proper vertical
alignment between the idler wheel
and both the motor pulley and the
flywheel rim.

An exploded view of a bearing
mounting system is shown in Fig.
18.

Trouble in rim -drive systems is

stalling.

2. To maintain horizontal move-

often traced to the idler drive wheel.

ment of the idler wheel so that

All parts should be inspected for

spring tension can be applied to the
bearing mounting in the direction of
the wedge angle, thereby providing

foreign matter and cleaned, if neccessary. The rubber (or equivalent)
tire is cemented in place. It nor-

a constant pressure between the
idler wheel and both the flywheel
and the drive pulley.

SHAFT WITH SMOOTH
STEEL PULLEY

mally has an accurately ground
crown. In trouble situations, the
crown may become excessively

FLYWHEEL
DRIVE MOTOR

CAPSTAN

DRIVE MOTOR SHAFT
WITH SMOOTH STEEL
PULLEY

(A)

RUBBER RIM ON FLYWHEEL

(0

INTERMEDIATE PUCK
WITH RUBBER TIRE

CAPSTAN

Fig. 16 Two methods of capstan drive. (A) Rim drive to flywheel. (B) Intermediate -puck drive,
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"The Yellow Pages is my top salesman."

"Most of our
customers come to us
in one of two ways;
either from word-ofmouth, or the Yellow
Pages," says Mr.
Irwin Grim, owner,
Oak Lawn TV Service
Center, Oak Lawn,
Illinois. "Our Yellow
Pages ad is there 24
hours a day working
for us. We're an
authorized dealer for

Motorola and Zenith.
In one particular
instance, a man
called me up and
asked me what model
television I had on the
floor. I happened to
have a 23" console
and he asked me to
bring it right over. As
a result of this one
sale, we got about five or
six new customers. That's
what the Yellow Pages and
word-of-mouth advertising
working together can do.
Our ad also tells people

looking for repairs
that we've been in business
22 years. It helps give a
customer confidence in us.
Without our Yellow
Pages ad, we couldn't

exist. It's what is keeping
us in business."

An effective
way to build
business.

July, 1969/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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IDLER WHEEL

DRIVE TIRE

worn, glazed or dented. Defective
tires must be replaced. Drive trouble

CROWN OF
DRIVE TIRE

IDLER BEARING

equivalent. Since carbon tet has
poisonous fumes, equivalent solvents
are preferable.
If the speed selector does not op-

Fig. 17 Details of
an

can also be caused by a film of oil
on the idler tire. It may be possible
to restore normal operation by thorough cleaning with carbon tet or an

intermediate -

puck wheel

erate normally, look for broken or
unhooked springs in the speed -selec-

WEDGE ANGLE

WEDGE ANGLE

SPRING

SPRING

HORIZ. IDLER
BEARING

HORIZ. IDLER
BEARING

tor mechanism. The basic plan of
speed change by shifting the puck
position is shown in Fig. 19. If all

speeds are incorrect, and a felt

clutch is used, check the clutch assembly (Fig. 20) for incorrect adjustment, worn parts or contaminated friction surfaces. If the re-

SUPPLY REEL
SPINDLE ASSY.

corder has been stored in a very

TAKE-UP REEL
SPINDLE ASSY.

cold location, the lubricants could
be congealed, and the mechanism
may not attain normal speed until
the lubricants reach ambient room

MOTOR PULLE

temperature.

PLAY a RECORD
IDLER WHEEL

FAST FORWARD

IDLER WHEEL
FLYWHEEL
B
CAPSTAN

Brake Troubleshooting
When a recorder is set to its stop
function, the reels are braked as
rapidly as possible without damaging the tape. Faulty brakes can
cause tape spillage, stretching, distortion or breakage. In the example

of Fig. 21, the brakes are pads or

shoes which rub against drums
TAKE-UP REEL

TAKE-UP BELT

CLUTCH ASSY

Fig. 18 Exploded view of a typical bearing mounting.

mounted on the reel shafts. When
braking trouble symptoms occur,
the drums should be inspected and
cleaned. Oil, grime or other foreign matter can impair the braking
action. Inspect the pads also; if they

are worn considerably or contaminated, they should be replaced. If
CAPSTAN

INTERMEDIATE PUCK

/

the pads wear away completely, the

drums may be scored and require

/POS. I

replacement.
FLYWHEEL

is
-POS. 2

SIDE VIEW

DRIVE
MOTOR

The brake pads exert their force
against the drums by spring pressure; weak or broken springs must
be replaced. If tension adjustments
are not provided, flat springs may
be bent slightly, as required. Spiral
springs can be stretched to relieve
excessive tension.

FLYWHEEL
----

O

TOP VIEW
Fig. 19 Changing speed by changing puck position.

Trouble symptoms can also be
caused by worn or defective parts
in the brake retraction assembly.
Tape breakage is often caused by
grabbing brakes; look for gummy
deposits on the drums. Clean thoroughly (per service data) and replace the pads if they show signs of
damage.

In other designs a brake may be
46
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a metal wheel that engages a rub-

require a high -temperature grease

ber rim on the spindle shaft; the end
result is the same in any case.

of medium consistency.

away from the rubber wheels and
turn the motor on. If the bearings

Some recorder motors require

are dry, a chattering noise probably
will be audible. A drop of light machine oil will stop the chattering,
unless wear is excessive.

periodic lubrication, others do not.
Lubrication

The general rule for lubricating
is to clean the surfaces before ap-

To determine whether the motor
bearings are dry, pull the motor

plying the lubricant; rubbing alcohol

or a solvent specified by the manufacturer should be used for cleaning. In most cases, a few drops of
No. 20 machine oil may be applied
to bearings and rotating bushings. A
thin film of light, non -hardening

TAKEUP REEL
TURNTABLE

grease ordinarily may be applied
to sliding surfaces and detent rollers.

--CLUTCH DISC
1:1L=5(1.

Excessive oil or grease should be
wiped off. In each case, the recorder service data is the authority

FELT CLUTCH

for lubrication procedures, and any
special requirements will be listed.
Binding or other abnormal operation can often be corrected by ap-

plying the proper lubricant at the

trouble spot. Some lubrication
points require a drop or two of No.
10 sewing machine oil, while points
that are under greater load or stress

TAKEUP IDLER
WHEEL

FLYWHEEL

Fig.

20

TAKEUP REEL
PULLEY

Slipping -

CLUTCH TENSION
SPRING

clutch drive sys-

tem for take-up

CLUTCH ADJUSTMENT
NUT

reel.

0

I

17

8

-

- ii

-

I

I

\
T
ef;

NOT TOUCHING

/

/

\\,;\

N\NN

13
SLIGHT BREAKING ACTION

9
10

1. RECORD BUTTON
2. LOCK LEVER
3. PRESSURE ROLLER
4. CAPSTAN SHAFT
5. PADS
6. RECORDING HEAD
7. BRAKE
8. BRAKE
9. MOTOR BUSHING
10. CAPSTAN RIM
11. ERASE MAGNET
12. PRESSURE PAD
13. REWIND LEVER
14. SWITCH LEVER

14

Fig. 21 Top view of tape transport mechanism in "Record" position (33/4 in./sec.).
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troublek

o

Defective Transformer and A "Blob" of Solder

Mr. Edwin Crawford described in the Troubleshooter column in the April '69 issue a "picture missing" trouble symptom caused by an open video -out-

put plate transformer (L13) in the RCA CTC 31A
color chassis.
I have recently encountered two other trouble symp-

toms caused by a defective L13 in the same chassis:
One symptom was what appeared to be a blue arc in
the base of the picture tube and was accompanied by
a black screen but normal sound. The screen would
light dimly at times. The combination of these symptoms at first caused me to suspect the picture tube,
but further troubleshooting revealed that the voltage
on the plate of the video output tube was low. Bridg-

ing across L13 restored the raster and picture; replacing L13 cured the problem.
The other symptom caused by a defective L13 was
a weak, washed out picture. Again, reduced voltage at

the plate of the video output tube led me to the defective L13.

The cause of the above trouble symptoms was isolated by voltage measurements. However, there are

troubles and combinations of troubles that involve a
physical defect which, in many instances, can be isolated much more quickly by close visual inspection. For
example, I recently made a home call on an RCA CTC

38 color chassis that displayed a multitude of trouble

symptoms: poor convergence, poor purity and reduced vertical sweep and other symptoms that appeared to be caused by an AGC filter defect. I removed the chassis and, after a close visual examination, discovered the fact that a "blob" of solder was
shorting together R144 and R258. Removing this short
restored the set to normal operation.

This trouble eventually would have been isolated
using test equipment; however, in this case a visual
inspection was much faster-and time saved adds up
to more profit.

- FREE CATALOG-"-"

CHARLES E. JACKSON

Buckner, Ill.

Auto Radio With Sensitive Capacitor

A Model 986545 Chevy auto radio operated normally when it was first turned on in the morning, but

after the customer had driven for a few miles, a

ff-hrtDAITIAl/P10/1

"static -like" noise would drown out both strong and
weak stations. After a few minutes of such noise, the
operation of the radio would return to normal.
When the radio was brought into the shop, it functioned normally and no static was evident. I placed the
radio in the freezer section of a refrigerator for sev-

TV PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT

about fifteen minutes of operation, a "static -like" noise

C.R.T. Equipment Company, Inc.
2740 Old Lebanon Road

drowned out the station signal, just as the customer

Nashville, Tennessee 37214
Telephone (615) 883-0215

had described, but the noise disappeared before I
could isolate the cause.
Next, I chilled the set with Freon 12 and turned it

Firm Name

on. This time I was ready. When the noise started
again, I shorted out the emitter -base junction of the
IF transistor and the noise stopped. When I removed
the short, the noise returned. I shorted the emitter base junction of the RF amplifier transistor and the
noise was reduced but could still be heard in the
background. At this point, the radio began to play

Address

normally again.
I chilled all components directly associated with the

Mail Coupon Today
(Please Print)
Name

City

RF amplifier stage. After the radio operated for a
State

Clip Me Out
Circle 21 on literature card
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eral hours, then removed it and turned it on. After
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Zip

couple of minutes, the noise returned. I measured the
RF amplifier collector voltage; it was varying from 2
to 0 volts. Since I had not chilled the transistor, I knew

H EATH KIT® Regulated

Power Supplies
For Every Application
1-30 VDC
NEW

Kit IP-28

$47"*
a defect in it was not directly responsible for the vary-

ing collector voltage. I then measured the emitter
voltage; it was varying from 11 volts to less than 7
volts. I checked the voltage across the emitter resistor;

it was varying from approximately .4 volt to over 5
volts. Again, the noise disappeared and the radio re-

Continuously variable output voltage in two ranges ... 1-10 & 1-30
VDC Continuously adjustable current limiting in two switch -selected
ranges ... 10-100 mA & 10 mA-1A Switch -selected metering function for both output voltage & current External voltage sensing
compensates for voltage drop across supply leads & reduces variation
at load to less than 20 mV Floating output for either + or - ground
Standby switch removes voltage from load without disturbing connections 120 /240 VAC wiring options All solid-state construction

turned to normal operation.
I checked the emitter resistor of the RF amplifier;
it measured 500 ohms-within tolerance of its rated

1 -15 VDC

pacitor and the noise returned.
I removed the capacitor and checked it with a leakage tester; it measured infinity. I sprayed it with
Freon 12 and the meter flickered but quickly returned
to a reading of infinity. As I sat and watched the

meter, it suddenly indicated a dead short. After a
short period, the meter returned to an indication of
infinity.

I removed the capacitor from the leakage tester and
connected an ohmmeter across it. On the 1K range,
the ohmmeter applied 3 volts across the capacitor. I
once again chilled the capacitor and the ohmmeter
indicated a dead short for a short period.
From the results of the foregoing tests I concluded

that the capacitor was sensitive to a very limited

range of ambient temperature. I replaced the capacitor, monitored the radio for a period of time and then
returned it to the customer. Several weeks later the
customer informed me that the noise had not returned
since I replaced the capacitor.
DAVID T. DRAGE

Bethania, N. C.
Very interesting! Your perseverance and troubleshoot-

ing technique are to be recommended. Situations

such as you have described help confirm the fact that
nothing is impossible-at least in electronics.

Adjustable voltage regulated output from
from 10 mA-500 mA Continuous output
to 0.5 A AC and DC Programming Float-

s

value. I chilled it and waited, but the noise did not
return. This left only the .047-mfd capacitor, located
between the emitter and ground. I chilled this ca-

1-15 VDC Current limiting adjustable

ing output for either + or - ground

Good load & line regulation 120 /240
VAC wiring options Solid-state circuit
board construction Compact fit -any-

49e9

I

Kit IP-18 19 9 5*

where size New Heathkit styling

0-400 VDC B+
0-100 VDC CKit IP-17

$5995*
Wired I PW-17

58995*
Regulated B+ output from 0-400 VDC at 0-100 mA continuous
Regulated Bias output from 0 to -100 VDC at 1 ma 6.3 and 12.6 AC
filament voltage output Separate front panel meters for B+ output
voltage and current Voltmeter can be switched to read Bias output

Pilot lights indicate which voltage is being monitored Standby
switch removes voltage from load without disturbing connections
Handsome Heathkit styling

0.5 - 50 VDC
Kit IP-27

$7695*
Wired IPW-27

11995*
0.5 to 50 VDC output with better than 15 my regulation Four switch selected current ranges ... 50,150, 500, & 1500 mA Adjustable current

limiting 30-100% on all ranges Front panel meter monitors either
output voltage or current Zener diode reference voltage power supply
All calibration controls accessible from "outside" the instrument
All solid-state circuitry with circuit board /wiring harness construction
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 25-7

a Schlumberger subsidiary

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Change of Address?
To receive Electronic Servicing at your new
address, send an address label from a recent issue and your new address to:
Electronic, Servicing, Circulation Dept.
1014 Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105

Please send my FREE Heathkit Catalog.
plus shipping.

Enclosed is $

Please send model (s)
Name

Address
City

State

Tip

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

TE-204

,

Circle 22 on literature card
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Tips and shortcuts for more
accurate co/or TV alignment
First of a series that provides both general alignment and troubleshooting
information and step-by-step procedures for specific chassis. by Carl Babcock

Do you now align color receivers

but wish you could become faster
and the results more consistent? Do

FROM MARKER A

you believe you can help the b -w
or color picture by touching up the

680 OHMS
FROM SWEEP

B

I

1000 pF

L100OHMS

TO MIXER INPUT

alignment while you watch the picture? Or have you bought expensive

equipment and then neglected it
after a few half-hearted or unsuc-

GROUND

cessful attempts at alignment? If you

(A)

answer "yes" to any of these questions, this article was written espe-

WIRE AND CLIP

cially for you.

Symptoms Caused By

-r.120 pF

IF

PLATE OR

Misalignment
TO SCOPE

COLLECTOR

1. Either weak or strong and
blurred color.

2. Critical fine tuning to obtain
color.

3. Critical color killer action.
4. Beat pattern (jagged or cloth like lines) in the picture.
5. Smeared, uns ha rp b -w or
color pictures.
6. Color tint which cannot be ad-

(B)

TO CHROMA

CIRCUIT

12K

1N60

2400 pF

TO SCOPE

47 pF

82K

T120 pF

680K

GROUND

even after resetting the color locking and tint adjustments.
7. Weak vertical locking or AGC

overload when the color
(C)

1
Three typical pads and rectifier probes for IF and chroma alignment. A.)
Matching pad for use between sweep generator and the mixer input of the tuner.
B.) "Loading" type of detector probe for link alignment. (Reverse diode polarity
to produce negative -going curve.) For sweep alignment, connect as shown. To
align traps, remove the probe from the plate or collector of 1st IF, remove clip
from the detector probe and connect it to the video detector test point on the receiver (provides more gain for accurate trap adjustments). C.) Video detector probe

Fig.

for chroma alignment.
50

justed for good skin color,
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is

correctly fine tuned.

8. Two points at which the fine
tuning control will produce
color. Don't blame the tuner
for this one!
Other defects also can cause these
same symptoms, but poor alignment
should be suspected if two or more

of these symptoms are observed in
the same receiver.

1. Tubes (or transistors) age or
may be replaced with others
which change the curve.

2. Loading resistors or ceramic
tuning capacitors may change
in value, or coil forms may de-

teriorate and allow the turns
of wire to move.

3. Coil or tube shields may become improperly grounded,

and board grounds or tube

sockets may become corroded
or develop a high -resistance
connection.

4. A loose coil core may have
Fig. 2 Photos illustrating the advantage

been turned by vibration during shipping. Apply wax, similar to that on the coil forms,

of using a low-pass filter between the

to

probe and the input of the scope.

the core threads to pre-

vent future shifting.

(Probes shown in Fig. 1 have a builtin low-pass filter.) A.) Curve produced
using a probe without a low-pass filter

5. Another technician may have

turned a core by mistake or
deliberately in a futile attempt
to improve the picture.
6. The iron core may be cracked.
If so, it must be replaced; a

-the marker covers the whole curve.
B.) Curve produced using a low-pass
filter in the probe-marker is much
sharper.

cracked core will not tune

Reasons For Misalignment

properly, and most will freeze

Most alignment adjustments are
done by turning a powdered -iron
core inside a coil; this method can
have excellent stability. Why then

so they can't be turned. TIP:

a worn hex tool

will often

crack a core. I remember one

chassis that had 5 cracked

should any color set even require realignment after it leaves the fac-

cores in it.

tory? This is a fair question, for
many individual receivers never
again need adjustment. Here are

Sweep Curves Help Diagnosis
The alignment scope pattern can

be an excellent help in many kinds
of troubleshooting. Suppose you are

some of the reasons other sets may
need alignment:

working on a color TV that has low

contrast and very little snow off
channel. Obviously, one or more
stages are weak. But which one?
It might be the mixer or any of the
IF amplifiers. Signal injection
analysis works fine in cases where
a stage is completely dead, but it
can be confusing if the problem is
low gain. Just measure the gain of

a stage by inserting an IF sweep
signal into the base or grid circuit
through the mixer input pad and
rectifying the resultant output at the

collector or plate with a video detector probe which is attached to a
calibrated scope. Do each stage in
turn until the bad one is found.
After a little practice to acquaint
you with what gain and voltages to
expect, you can analyze with precision the gain and bandwidth of
each stage (or the entire IF).

How would you pinpoint the

faulty stage in a transistorized IF

circuit that was on the verge of
overload not caused by wrong AGC

action? My solution is to hook up
the sweep equipment exactly the
same as for IF alignment and then
look at the output of each stage as
the generator sweep output level is
varied from low to high. In one
case, every stage reacted normally,
except that the output from the

third IF transistor would flatten,
then turn upside down as the generator signal was increased. (This
inversion causes the picture on the

44MHz
VIDEO

SWEEP
GENERATOR

MIXER GRID

DETECTOR

TEST POINT

OUTPUT

SCOPE

(60 Hz

MIXER
INPUT PAD

TV TUNER

HORIZ)

RECEIVER

CHASSIS

o

I
MARKER
GENERATOR

Fig. 3 Equipment connections for IF -sweep curve alignment.
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screen to resemble a photographic
"negative".) Voltage analysis of the
third IF stage revealed nothing sus-

picious, so the transistor was replaced, and the set operated fine.
Alignment was not necessary in this
case, but could have been done
quickly if the new transistor had

distorted the curve.
When you do this type of analysis
regularly, you will be amazed at the
difference in alignment even a tube

replacement can make. The fact
that a weak, shorted or gassy tube

distort the IF curve

will

is well

known and accepted. However, it is

not too unusual to find individual

tubes, even new ones, that will
change the alignment curve radically

or, in some cases, will not permit
satisfactory realignment at all. Such

tubes may test perfect in a good
tube tester, yet not work right in
these critical stages.

improvement, any increased gain is
likely to be masked by the AGC action. But with the fixed AGC volt-

Sweep Alignment Equipment
Specifications
Three major pieces of equipment

age, which is necessary for alignment, any change in gain or bandwidth can be noticed immediately.
A 20 -percent increase in gain will

are necessary for complete color
alignment: sweep and marker generators and a scope. Whether they

cause 20 -percent more height on the
scope trace.

are built together or are available as
separate units is not important, but
the specifications and performances

Intermittents, whether they are

are vital. Here are some important

flashes across the screen or changes

in gain or contrast, often can be
spotted faster on an alignment
curve. Watch the scope pattern
while you poke, prod and tap the

equipment characteristics:

1. The output from the sweep
generator must be absolutely
flat over the range of frequencies used. These include:

components in the suspected area.
Apply tuner cleaner to tube socket
pins or the carbon element of trap balancing controls and notice if the
curve changes. Replace tubes or

0 to 5 MHz to cover video
and chroma IF frequencies, up

to 5 MHz deviation centered
around 44 MHz for IF alignment, and 6 MHz or more deviation at the center of each
VHF channel frequency. The

other parts, solder PC board
grounds

and move IF

coils by

touching the cores with an align-

flatness

ment tool.

Sweep analysis also can be an
excellent test of IF tubes and gives
the additional benefits of better set
performance with less bench time.
If you replace a tube and watch the
picture tube for signs of change or

can be checked by

connecting the sweep output
to the scope through a video
detector probe. Two parallel
horizontal lines indicate that
the response is flat; a tilted
or curved line shows amplitude variations. The level of

When the intermittent is located

and cured, look at the overall IF
curve. If it is normal, you are
through with this particular job, but
the equipment is ready if a touch-up
is needed.

SWEEP

GENERATOR

ABSORPTION
MARKERS

MIXER GRID

CHROMA
TEST POINTS

TEST POINT

0-5 MHz
SWEEP

SCOPE
RF

MODULATOR

MIXER
INPUT
PAD

TV TUNER

RECEIVER

CHASSIS

(60 Hz

VIDEO

HORIZ)0

DETECTOR

PROBE

MODULATED

PIX CARRIER
MARKER
GENERATOR

(45.75 MHz
PIX CARRIER)

Fig. 4 Equipment connections for video sweep modulation (VSM) method of alignment and resulting curve. A.) Test setup. B.) A typical VSM curve of the receiver's

response from tuner to video detector output. (Do not align the IF's using this
curve.)
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(B)

RF output voltage should be
adjustable, and the maximum
voltage should be high enough
to use when only one stage is
being swept. This last requirement usually rules out the use

of harmonics to reach the 40
MHz IF band.

2. A good marker generator
must furnish beat - frequency
or absorption markers of high

accuracy and stability at all
the frequencies needed. Beat -

frequency markers must be
either crystal -controlled or

frequency audio tone are essential in adjusting the phasing type of high -attenuation
traps. A 4.5 -MHz carrier, with
and without audio modulation,

helpful in setting post -detector sound traps (4.5 MHz)
and the sound IF alignment.
3. A marker -adder is favored by
many good technicians since
the marker signal does not go
through the receiver at all and,
thus, cannot distort the curve
under any conditions. In adis

dition,

the

beat - frequency

easily calibrated against an in-

marker amplitude changes

ternal standard crystal oscillator. It is very desirable to
have more than one marker

with its height on the curve, if
a marker -adder is not used.

on at a time. High output voltage and a circuit to allow modulation of the carrier by a low -

However, the marker -adder
must be disconnected and the

modulated marker routed
through the receiver IF's during trap and trap - balancing
control adjustments, and this
takes extra time. I usually take
shortcuts here and dispense
with the marker -adder.

4. Almost any high -gain scope
can be used, since the high frequency response needs to
be flat only to about 10 KHz.
But low - frequency response
below 60 Hz is important because roll - off will tilt the

curve. When used with most
sweep generators, the scope
must furnish its own 60 -Hz
sine - wave horizontal deflection, the phase of which
should be adjustable. A
method of measuring the input
waveform voltage and a switch

to invert the polarity of the
curve from top to bottom are
very helpful.
5. Adjustable bias supplies of the
recommended voltage and po-

larity and a full set of match-

ing pads, loading pads and
rectifier probes are essential.

Fig. 5 Adding the color -carrier side of
the IF curve (A) to the overall chroma
IF curve (B) produces the VSM curve
(C) at the chroma demodulators.

General Adjustment Tips

Here are a few valuable tips on
alignment in general, listed in approximate order of importance:
1. Use the right AGC bias during IF sweep and use the cor-

rect ACC voltage

during

chroma alignment. A bias

which gives too little gain reduction will distort the curve,

while too much gain reduction may result in so little
scope curve that the alignment

is not accurate visually. Use

the bias specified in Sams

PHOTOFACT or the manufacturers data. Or measure the
AGC bias on a strong station
before you start the alignment

procedure and use this voltage.

NOTE: In sets with transistor-

ized IF's, it is advisable to ob-

tain this AGC voltage from
an internal power -supply voltage through a variable control.
2. All sweep output cables should

have a carbon resistor equal
to the output impedance at the
end of the cable. This flattens
the frequency response and
minimizes any shifting of the

curve when the cables are

moved or handled. Keep the
wire lengths between the cable -

termination resistor and the
receiver very short. Receivers
with two high -gain IF stages
may show a completely false

if these leads are too
long. I have found it best to
curve

solder the cable shield directly
to the tuner near the test

point. Check for stability or
standing waves by running
your hands along the cables
while you watch the curve;
there should be no change. If
there is a change, check the

6. With some brands of sweep

grounding between the various

equipment, additional 0- to
5 -MHz markers and a device
to permit the video sweep to
modulate the marker picture
carrier (45.75 MHz) are necessary for the VSM (overall
chroma) type of alignment.

cable terminations.
3. Leave all important chassis
shields in place during alignment, especially tube shields.
If you want to remove a shield
to make it easier to attach the

generators and the

resistor -

July, 1969/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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cables, watch the alignment

times before making the final

curve

most truthful curve of

adjustment.

should NOT be used to actually
align the IF's. Instead, it is used

while

you hold

the

shield in position and then remove it. If the curve shifts,
the shield should be returned
to its original position.

4. The amplitude of sweep and
marker signals should be kept

near optimum. Design engineers state that a low -to -mod-

erate sweep signal will give a
more truthful curve; however,
the scope gain may be insufficient if it is too low. If you
don't know the recommended
amount of sweep signal, raise
the amplitude until the curve

Equipment Connections For IF
And VSM Sweep

Fig. 3 shows a method of connecting the equipment to a typical
receiver for overall IF sweep adjustments. The sweep generator is
electronically changing the carrier
frequency from about 41MHz to

47MHz every 1/60 second. The

scope screen shows an instantaneous
graph of the amplitude of the sweep
signal and how it is affected by the

IF tuning transformers and traps.
When this sweep signal passes a

distorts or flattens, then re-

marker, it heterodynes with the
marker signal. Such a heterodyne signal is the difference between the two

out a marker -adder, the IF

frequencies, and its bandwidth of

duce the sweep output to
about 1/4 the curve size. With-

markers should

be strong

enough to be easily seen, yet
not large enough to distort the

curve or cause it to pull up
from the bottom.

5. Fig.

1

pads

shows some typical
and

rectifier probes

which will work satisfactorily
on most tube receivers. Or use
the ones specified in the service data. Just remember that a
wrong pad or probe may show
an ideal curve, but the picture
quality may be poor when the
receiver is
broadcast.

tuned to a color

NOTE: All the scope probes
shown have a low-pass filter

several Megahertz must be

re-

stricted by a low-pass filter so that
only the very low frequencies near
zero -beat are visible in the form of
a narrow marker.
VSM (video -sweep modulation)
operation of the equipment is shown
in Fig.

4. A 45.75 -MHz carrier

to view and align the chrome IF's.
Markers consisting of fixed carriers in the 0- to 5 -MHz range can
be used instead of the absorption
markers shown, but the equipment
would be more complex. The absorption markers are series - tuned
circuits connected in parallel with
the video sweep signal to make a
notch (or "suckout") at the marker
frequency. Since only a part of the
total video band is used for chroma
alignment, it is essential that each
marker be easily identifiable. These
markers disappear when the rivet
head for each frequency is touched
with a finger.
The sloping (color carrier) side of
the IF curves of either Fig. 4 (VSM)
or Fig. 5 (sweep) must be combined

with a rising chroma IF response to
give the required relatively flat response between 3 and 4 MHz measured at the color demodulators (Fig.
5C). Obviously, the tilt and curvature of the IF and chroma response

from the marker generator is amplitude -modulated by a sweep signal

curves must be exact or else the

which is varied from 0 to 5 MHz

two, the IF curve is created by a

60 times per second. The scope pattern

in Fig. 4 shows the precise

response of the IF stages when the

receiver is tuned to a TV station;
it includes the "hills and valleys"
caused by phase addition and cancellation of the sidebands. It is the

overall curve will be wrong. Of the

more complex circuit and is much
difficult to make right than is
the simpler chroma response.
Next month: Actual alignment
procedures using the RCA CTC38
hybrid chassis (with transistorized
IF's) as an example.

as part of the circuit. Fig. 2
shows the same curve with
and without this simple filter.
If you use the scope's normal
low - capacitance direct probe
at the

video detector test

point, you should add a resistor of approximately 27K to
39K between the test point and
the probe (which is switched to
direct).

6. Before you actually turn any
of the alignment adjustments,

check the curve at the video
detector test point and repair

W. Sams

.

.

-

Manufacturers' item numbers assigned to components on printed -circuit boards now are used
to identify the corresponding components on
PHOTOFACT schematic diagrams.
Howard W. Sams . . . Publisher of technical

information for QUICKER SERVICING of
electronic products:

repairs may eliminate any

PHOTOFACT
Howard W. Sams Technical books
COUNTERFACTS

which are all part of one circuit, often interact, especially
in any stages that have a bandwidth adjustment. It is best to
"rough in" such stages several
54

QUICKER SERVICING news from Howard

all sources of intermittent operation or erratic curves. Such
need for realignment.
7. Traps and tuning adjustments,
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Electronic Servicing

NEW!
AVAILABLE ONLY FROM

dotoftilii

HEAVY-DUTY

PHOTOFACT BULLETIN lists new PHOTOFACT coverage

TV FM ANTENNA

71/2ft.

issued during the last month for new TV chassis. This
is another way ELECTRONIC SERVICING brings you the

very latest facts you need to keep fully informed between regular issues of PHOTOFACT Index Supplements
issued in March, June, and September. PHOTOFACT
folders are available through your local parts distrib-

TRI-MOUNT

ROOF TOWER

utor.

BRADFORD
CMAT-55434

1043-1

DELMONICO-NIVICO
TR-27

1043-2

TWA -70

1038-1

15-112

1038-2

HITACHI
MIDLAND

MOTOROLA
Chassis E/F/G/H19TS597

1041-1

Chassis H12TS-461,
J12TS-461

1042-1

151

1039-1

CLOSED

NIVICO
OLYMPIC
CC5400/01, CD5404, CK3386

(Ch. CTC31)

1039-2

AM -FM -FM Stereo Chassis
1039-2-A
MX12, 323

MOUNTS
QUICKLY

ON: FLAT

ROOFROOF PEAKSLOPED SIDEEAVE ROOF
PEAK

TR M 716

PHILCO-FORD
Chassis 19MT70/B,
19QT85/B/R
Remote Control RM50
S2732WH, S2734WH
(CH. 19P22)

71/2 ft. x 11/4" x 16 ga.
steel mast

1040-1
1040-1-A

1042-2
IDEAL FOR INSTALLATIONS

SEARS

REQUIRING 2 OR 3 ANTENNAS

Chassis 564.80080

ON

1041-2

TRUETONE
GEN4010A-07 (21)C4010 ) 1038-3
MEA3819B-86 (2DC3819) 1040-2

WARDS AIRLINE
GHJ-14829A/849A/849B/
859A/859A

1040-3

GALVANIZED

SINGLE MAST, OR ROOFS
1 PATENT PENDING

REQUIRING HIGHER MASTS

Completely pre -assembled;
shipped folded; opens like an
Self-supporting antenna mast roof mount
umbrella
Single -wing nut secures tri-mount in desired mounting
Complete with hardware including special
position
No
mounting nails and roof -sealing pitch patches
Made of heavy -gauge, hot -dip galvanguying required
Also available in kits with
ized, rust -proof steel mast
wire, insulators, etc.

SEND FOR COMPLETE DATA SHEET

WESTINGHOUSE

SOLD THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS

SOUTH RIVER METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.

Chassis V-8001-001,
V -8001-0O2

A

1042-3

SOUTH RIVER, NEW JERSEY 08882

(2011 254-5252
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Service Training Schedule

August 12

Consumer electronic service training sessions conducted by TV manufacturers, distributors and service
associations which are open to all interested consumer
electronic service technicians will be announced in this
column. Send the dates, location and a brief description of the subjects to be covered to: Service Training,
ELECTRONIC SERVICING, 1014 Wyandotte St.,
Kansas City, Mo. 64105. All information should be
submitted two months prior to the date of the training

Louisville, Kentucky

August 13

Llewellyn Hotel
Harlan, Kentucky

August 14

General Electric Company

session.

1133 Commercial Drive
Lexington, Kentucky

General Electric (C-1 chassis and general service information) Time of each meeting: 5:00-9:30 p.m. (Local
time)

DATE
August 5

August 6

August 7

August 17
LOCATION
Stacey Restaurant
12th & Broadway (Meal)
Paducah Power
1400 Broadway (Meeting)
Paducah, Kentucky

General Electric Company
4421 Bishop Lane

General Electric Company
3304 Mynatt St., N.W.
Knoxville, Tennessee

Weinbach Pharmacy
One Weinbach Street
Evansville, Indiana

August 20

General Electric Company
613 N. 11th St.
Chattanooga, Tennessee

August 21

Greers Cafeteria
Murfreesboro Road
Nashville, Tennessee

August 27

Broadway Motor Court
Bristol Highway

Jim Taylor Restaurant
Cabell & By -Pass (Meal)
RECC Building
31 W. By -Pass (Meeting)
Bowling Green, Kentucky

Johnson City, Tennessee

NEW VU-BRITE

PERMA-POWER FOR MINIATURE
GETS
BASE TUBES ON
PERSONAL !
PERSONAL

PORTABLE
TV SETS
VU-BRITE

Stop Callbacks
with

Ogg

0

priorf
Sli.,000

MODEL

C -41 4
Series Only

CLEAN*

CONTINUOUS POUVIrs;
LUBRICATI

FOR COLOR * BO

Your personal friends at Perma-Power keep
pace with the TV market. It's hard to find
replacement picture tubes for personal
portable TV sets but it's easy to extend the
useful life of the old ones with this new
Vu-Brite. Model C-414 restores like -new
clarity to 4.5 and 6.3 volt CRT's on AC
operated sets. (Briteners aren't effective on
sets equipped for battery operation). Now
available at your distributor $2.00 dealer net.

HIGAIN* NUVISTOF

For these

I, concentrate4*

and other
4.5 and 6.3
volt tubes

Ram

SPRAY

11RP4

12CDP4

1 2CN P4

1 2BFP4
1 2BMP4

1 2CFP4

1 6CFP4
1 6CQP4

1 2CM P4

Division of Chamberlain Manufacturing Corporation

1:6410.717ertlet.-

5740 North Tripp Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60646

Circle 24 on literature card
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BLUE STUFF, the one that doesn't just
foam and fizzle out - the thick coating
cleans, polishes and re -lubricates each
time the channel is changed.
Box 949 Amarillo, Texas 79105
TECH Canada:
Cohen, Montreal
SPRAY Export: Wm.
Singer
Products
NYC

Circle 42 on literature card

Productyzu
for further informat'on on any
of the following items, circle the
associated number on the
reader service card.

Screw Extractor

For removal of broken screws,
bolts and studs, Vaco Products Co.

introduces a 5 -piece set of screw
extractors with complete directions

on the pouch. The operation involves drilling a hole in the broken

products."of
favor
by padtted
deceivedpaint long ago in finish
Don't be
out
permanent
Rohn say, there threw the only
ids a cover
The experts galvarditng for lower cost. finish whether
peeks,
an inferior it chips,
hot dipped more value
that Oesthe men at Rohn Sooner or later rusty installahot
have? A
up, say
honest for
V purple.
what do you legs. Plain,
od,
blue
it s
suitable
then
its last
really
off and
be on
looking
wears
will soon is the only finish keeps on
honest
good,
tion that
you
an
kt. kooks
galvaniimg
Oes
madtte
dipped
in
corrosion, means less what the
an antenna
that
rust and
reOs
product
And thats all your
good,
honest
Rohn for
service.
up.
better
look to
cover
finish
for. So
longern
doesn't
lool04.
Rohn
ance,
are
customers needs because
to.
installahon
don't have

-

or buried stud, pounding in

the

correct size extractor which has special ground flutes for gripping, then
unscrewing with a plier or wrench.

'My

"""

The set, Vaco Kit No. 70007, han-

dles all screw sizes from lA inch
to

5/3

11°141S1

inch and costs $6.50.

ROO O., INC.
OWNER Boa 6537

Circle 38 on literature card

Connector Potting and
Junction -Molding Compound
TC- 447 , an EPD Laboratories
product, is a flexible transparent

titN131.4;es:tri°a,11c15181:5:1°:6Z-C17."-"6°O.1

NAACO

he, Post Othce
TV MAST

911 lhomasonBirmingham,

PIabama

35211

larrant,

resin used in electronic and aerospace industries and military projects. Resistant to fungus, age -hardening, oils, J. P. fuel and most com-

mon solvents, TC-447 reportedly
has good electrical properties and

adheres to rubber, neoprene, PCV
and nylon when the surface of the
materials

is properly prepared

(cleaned and roughened). Prices
range from $4.60 for a 1 -lb. kit (1

pt.) to $34.00 for an 8 -lb. kit (1
gal.). The prices of larger kits are
available on request.
Circle 39 on literature card
Circle 25 on literature card
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PrOINCillin

INTRODUCING

(continued)

How much service
income would you
add by converting
one Not -At -Home
into a completed
call?

The Ultimate In
Converter

Tuner Washes..

The Pro Tunaverter is manufac-

tured and guaranteed by Herbert
Salch & Co. for drift -free UHF re-

ception on standard broadcast radio or any frequencies between 26

and 175MHz. Complete with
squelch, coax cable, swinging

mount, mounting screws and instruc-

tions, the converter can be ordered

VIIIII2,111.1111,
p

T UNA VERTER

Temkin R* Product.

6111E

SHOWER

5011EL t4

FOR TUNERS

CLEANS

with 1 or 2 crystals accessible from
the front and interchangeable within
the 3% frequency range. It is 41/2

DEGREASES

RESTORES
THE ULTIMATE EN TUNER WASH6

inches x 2 inches x 3 inches and

SLUE SHOWER WASHES AND R5"411
THE DIRT, GREASE,AM) OXIDADON

light gray. The unit can be installed
in vehicles having either a 6- or 12 volt system. With one crystal, price
is $39.95 and with two, $44.95.

THAT

DETUNED
THE
CAUSED IT TO DRIFT.

TUNER

AN°

Circle 40 on literature card
NO 1657-245

Color TV Voltage Adjustor

(write in your figure)

81

24

1HE MAKERS OF FAMOUS

Saturn Model 50-172 is produced by Terado Corp. for improved color TV picture perfor-

turf sniff FOR TOE°

mance in areas of low and changing

BLUE SHOWER washes and degreases all
tuners-safely and quickly because BLUE
SHOWER is 30% more powerful than

other cleaners of this type - literally
floods away the dirt and contamination
that caused tuner drift and trouble for
you. BLUE SHOWER leaves no residue
and can't contaminate even the most sensitive parts of the tuner such as neutraliz-

ing and

Then check with your

Distributor. He's got some
facts and figures on this
that are worth hearing
about.

MGM
58
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After using BLUE

contacts with BLUE STUFF FOR TUNERS which will clean the contacts each
time the channel is changed.

Authorized RCA Tube

RCA Electronic Components,
Harrison, N. J.

RF coils.

SHOWER we recommend treating the

AC line voltages. With Saturn
plugged into the set, the viewer can
adjust the line voltage by means of
an edge -view meter and 6 -position
switch. Prim is $26.95.
Circle 41 on literature card

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Buy 1 can of BLUE SHOWER
and 1 can of BLUE STUFF
and get a second can of
FREE
BLUE STUFF
Offer good for a limited time at
participating jobbers everywhere

TECH

Box 949 Amarillo, Texas 79105
Canada: Wm. Cohen, Montreal

SPRAY Export:

Singer

Products

Circle 43 on literature card

NYC

s<\\y, urea

advertisers'

YFS

stop
z.7)1 record wear

Yok
DIAMRID REIMAN KERB
AM) CARTRIDGES

American Telephone &

unc ernourishec

Telegraph Co.

45

B & K Manufacturing Co. ....21, 38

HARDLY!

Bussmann Mfg. Div.
McGraw -Edison Co.

This QUAM speaker is

Castle Television Tuner
Service, Inc.

thinner and lighter than
most, bJt there's
nothing scrawny about
its sourd or emaciated
about its performance.

1

CRT Equipment Co.

48

7

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 14
Delco Radio Div., GMC

3

Electro-Voice, Inc.

59

Heath Company

49

...it insures

Kay Townes Antenna Co.

15

Lakeside Industries

good fortune!

34

Leader Test Instruments

60

Master Appliance Corp.

6

Mid -State Tuner Service

14

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

6

Perma-Power Company

56

Quam-Nichols Co.

59

Quietrole Company

36

It's one of 25 models in the Quam
line that's being fed a special diet
. an exclusive new high energy
magnet material we call 0/8.
0/8 provides more gap energy

RCA Electronic Components,
Entertainment Receiving
Tubes
Cover 3

for less weight, so a .65 ounce

RCA Electronic Components,
Picture Tube Div.

58

magnet gives you the same performance as a full ounce of Alnico
V. Ideally suited to Quam's high

RCA Electronic Components,
Test Equipment
Cover 2

.

density cup -pot structure, Q/8
slims the speaker down in contour
as well as weight-while delivering
full, robust sound.
0/8 magnets are exclusively available
today on Quam speakers-part of our

ongoing program of nourishing our
customers first with the finest.

RCA Institutes, Inc.

au

Quality Line,
for every
speaker need.

QUAM-NICHOLS COMPANY

234 East Marquette Road
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Circle 26 on literature card
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RMS Electronics

35

Rohn Manufacturing Co.

57

Sencore, Inc.

29

South River Metal Products
-always the

needle/cartridge
dismay next to
your cash register

Jensen Mfg., Div. The Muter Co. 36

Littelfuse, Inc.

.

Put thiS E -V

.

.

.

55

Put this handsome merchandiser
with its stock of E -V literature
on your counter. You've just taken
the first step toward bigger phono
needle & cartridge sales.

Now, take the second
step. Let your E -V distributor help you fill it with
the best-selling needles &
cartridges in town.
Best-selling because the ElectroVoice computer prepares accurate,
up-to-date popularity lists for
your guidance. Easy -selling because
all E -V needles and cartridges
meet or exceed original equipment
specifications for quality.

Your Electro-Voice distributor
has the broadest line of exact replacement phono parts in the
business. Needles, cartridges, wheels
and belts. Plus a merchandiser
deal that helps you sell them.
Start your good fortune today at
your nearby E -V distributor's!
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 797R
632 Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107

Sylvania Electric Products. Inc. 16-17

Tech Spray
Tuner Service Corp.
Zenith Sales Co.

56, 58
5

A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC.

37
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catalous

of outdoor and indoor antennas, antenna accessories
and audio speakers and baffles. *

flm}.21
ANTENNAS

100. International - Complete

102. Rohn-Illustrated wire cat-

alog No. W-2 covers the
complete Rohn wire line,
which includes UHF and
VHF television transmission lines, coaxial and ro-

1969 catalog lists products
and prices of International
Wire and Cable Co. products, including new coaxial

AUDIO

cable.

103. RCA-A microphone selec-

101. RMS - 22 -page catalog
gives specifications and illustrations of complete line

tor cables, ground and guy
wires, with specifications.*

tion chart that lists RCA
types and cable and termination specifications.*

COMPONENTS

104. LRC-15-page illustrated
catalog, with condensed
summary and detail data,
features 28 new miniature
trimmer capacitors, including a series of printed -cir-

cuit style trimmers for

commercial applications.
105. Maida-Catalog of 32 pages
full of graphs, performance

curves, dimension charts

and test specifications, describes line of ceramic ca-

pacitors and multilayer
monolithic chips.
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

Make

the wiggly

test.

Ammimmi.
ammommi
simminmem

immimm
imummon
maimmor

On the left, a pattern* produced by an ordinary color bar generator.
On the right, the equivalent pattern* produced by Leader's
LCG-388. Perfectly stable, the instant you turn the power on.
Flip the switch, and you can select from 15 patterns. Including
the single dot, single cross, single horizontal and single vertical.
The magic is in Leader's binary counters and gates. Nobody
else has them, and what a difference they make.
$149.00, and you can make the wiggly test at your
distributor's. For the one nearest you, just drop a line or call.

Seeing is believing.

106. Electronic Hardware-Catalog provides information
on new standard and custom line of injection molded

plastic knobs in a variety
of sizes, shapes and styles
for the home entertainment
electronics industry.
107. Efengee -176-p a ge whole-

sale catalog of electrical

supplies describes 100,000

different items of nationally advertised brands.
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

108. Howard W. Sams-Literature describes popular and
informative publications on

radio and TV servicing,

communication, audio, hi-fi

and industrial electronics,
including 1969 catalog of
technical books on every
phase of electronics. *

TOO LS

109. Enterprise Development
Corp.-Endeco Bulletin 69
lists the full line of desold-

ering/resoldering irons,

tips and kits and replaceable tips with their inside
and outside diameters and

illustrates desoldering kits
and gives prices for irons
and kits in each quantity.
110. Gardner -Denver - 12 -page

bulletin 14-1 supplies infor-

mation and specifications
on air-, electric- and batLEADER INSTRUMENTS CORP.
24-20 Jackson Avenue, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101/(212) 729-7411

*Check "Index to Advertisers" for ad-

"As photographed.

ditional Information.

Circle 28 on literature card
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tery -powered tools for use
in the electrical, electronics
and appliance industries.
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READER
SERVICE CARD
Electronic Servicing
Use the handy postage -free card below to obtain free catalogs
and literature...and to subscribe or renew your subscription.

Read instructions carefully.
As a service to its readers, ELECTRONIC
SERVICING makes the postpaid card below available for your convenience in obtaining current manufacturers' literature.
To use the card, simply:
a. Circle the numbers corresponding to the
numbers of the items about which you

Subscribe or renew your present subscription to the nation's favorite electronic servELECTRONIC SERVICicing magazine .
ING (formerly PF REPORTER).

would like to receive additional infor-

able to you than ever! Monthly it brings
you the latest solutions to service prob-

.

Now with expanded editorial coverage of
the entire electronic servicing business,
ELECTRONIC SERVICING is more valu-

mation.

Print your name and address and check
your occupation.

b.

.

lems on home entertainment electronics,
including concise, timely coverage of new
testing methods, product reports and practical service procedures!

c. Include ZIP code-requests may not be
filled without it.

d. Tear out lower half of this insert and

Start ELECTRONIC SERVICING coming by
sending in this postage paid order form ...

place in mailbox.

Note the deadline date-Requests re-

TODAY!

ceived after this cannot be filled.

1r Subscription offer

Free catalogs & literature

JULY, 1969

Subscription Offer

OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 1, 1969

Please indicate number of items you have circled-)10.

Enter my subscription to ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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Print plainly or type below:
Name

3 Years $10.00

2 Years $8.00

Li

I

Year $5.00

r] Extend Present Subscription

Remittance Enclosed

Bill Me

IMPORTANT! Please check your business classification.
Position

Type of Business

Check One

Check One

A. Independent Electronic Service Organization
B. Retailer with Electronic Service Department.

H. Owner, Manager

C. Independent

J. Technician

or

Self -Employed

Service

Technician

I. Ser.

Manager

K. Other

D. Electronics, Radio, TV Manufacturer

Firm

E. Industrial Electronic Service

Firm Address

City_

1,

F. Wholesale, Jobber, Distributor

State

Did you receive this issue through Distributor

Zip

Subscription

G. Other

(Specify)

Be sure you have checked one box in each column above!

A

FIRST CLASS

PERMIT NO. 217

CLINTON, IOWA

BUSINESS

REPLY

MAIL

No Postage Stamp Necessary if Mailed in the United States

Postage Will be paid by

Electronic Servicing
P.O. Box 2609
Clinton, Iowa 52732
B

On a color TV Service Call...
GO BY THE BOOK!

recent make. The RCA Color TV
routine service adjustments on 15 Index and you'll be guided to the Service Handbook (1A1759) is availSpeed up your trouble -shooting and set you're working on in the Chassis
makes of 1967 and 1968 model color

proper sections of the Handbook.

able from your local RCA Tube

TV sets with this remarkable book.
All the data you usually need on a
color service call is right here. Just
look up the chassis number of the

Chassis layouts...purity and con-

Distributor. RCA Electronic Com-

vergence adjustments...and so ponents, Harrison, N. J.
much more...you'll find

it

indis-

pensable for servicing color sets of

RCA

Give yourself

a break

()

you can
depend on!
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Designed for the protection of television receiver
circuits, the Littelfuse Manual Reset Circuit Breaker
is also ideally suited as a current overload protector
for all types of electronic and electrical control wiring
formers, hair dryers, small household appliances,

CIRCUIT BREAKER CADDY

10 ratings, one each 2-1/4,

home workshop power tools, office machines and
small fractional horsepower motors.

2-1/2, 2-3/4, 3, 3-1/4, 4,
4-1/2, 5, 6 and 7 amps.

#094076

Available individually packaged one breaker per
SERVICE CADDY

Breakers and Fuses

display card; or 5 breakers of same rating per

One service call is all

unit pack or as complete, versatile assortments

-8 breakers-one rating
each 2-1/4, 2-3/4, 3, 3-1/4,

4, 4-1/2, 5 and 7 amps and

for shop use or replacements in the field.

30 fuses-five each type C3/10,
C1/2, C3-1/2, N3/10, N7/10 and Ni.

Included with each assortment:
Pocket size

cross reference on color and

black/white TV circuit breaker applications.
Form No. CBCRP- 1266H

LITTELFus
Circle 1 on literature card
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